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SEBRA
‘I HAVE A DREAM’

I am happy to join with you today
in what will go down as the greatest 
dream in the history of Bayswater!

I have a dream that one day
the Public Realm scheme in Queensway 

will commence!

I have a dream that one day
our neighbourhood will be free of crime!

I have a dream that one day
our streets will be free from

organised begging!

I have a dream that one day
 there will be affordable housing for all! 

I have a dream that one day
our bridges, buildings and structures 
will be graffiti and fly-posting free!

I have a dream that one day
 our recycling sites will be clean & tidy!

I have a dream that one day
 the Public Realm scheme in Queensway 

will be completed! 

I have a dream that one day
 I will wake up!

John Zamit  With acknowledgement to
Chairman, SEBRA Dr Martin Luther King
Bayswater   Washington DC
26 November 2018    28 August 1963

It really feels like just a few weeks ago 
that we published the last edition of 
SEBRA NEWS W2 and it has already 
become very clear that our cover story 

from that issue has become huge news.
Campaigning against a coach station 
at Royal Oak is gathering pace and 
unlike Brexit, there is almost unanimous 
opposition to the proposals. I believe 
that from our members' perspective 
there is absolutely no upside to the 
project, just more years of construction 
followed by increased traffic levels, 
noise and pollution.
My view is that on viability grounds 
alone the proposal by TfL will fail.

TALKING OF COVER STORIES
Ever since our "Cube in Mis-style Crisis" 
poster our editor has been trying to 
come up with an amusing headline 
for our cover. In this issue we discuss, 
Heathrow, Crossrail and feature stories 
on last year's fundraising efforts. So 
"Planes, Trains and Autumn Appeals" it is!

SHAME ON YOU
The London Living Wage was a hot 
topic at our AGM last November and 
features as our lead article in "Safety 
Valve". The subject is also covered by 
Council leader Nickie Aiken on page 25.
Whatever the excuses, the fact that we 
do not pay our daytime street sweepers 
the LLW (£10.55 per hour as against 
the rate currently paid of around £8.85) 
is, in my opinion, an absolute disgrace. 
I believe it is an issue that all of our 
Councillors. especially Nickie Aiken, 
should be truly ashamed of.
We pay the lowest council tax in the 
land and live in one of the richest cities 
in the world, but can we hold our heads 
up high when we pass by those who 
sweep our streets in all weather?
This issue should be addressed now not 
when the present cleansing contract 
(only just extended) expires.

THANK YOU & THANK YOU 
Two highly respected planning officers are 
leaving the Council after many years of 
loyal service. I want to wish them all the 
very best on behalf of all our members.
John Walker, who was until recently 
Director of Planning, but in a recent 
reorganisation was eased out. We worked 
closely with John for many years and 
he was previously Head of the North 
Planning Team. 
Also a previous Head of the North 
Planning Team and currently Head of 
South Planning Team, Michael Chatten is 
retiring at the end of March. 
We owe a great deal of gratitude and 
debt to both John and Mike as over many 
years they have given SEBRA invaluable 
help, time and advice.
They will be sorely missed from what is 
"Probably the best planning 
department in the world"!

BEGGING & ROUGH SLEEPING
Nobody wants people to be in need, and 
nobody wants people to be homeless, 
but equally begging and rough sleeping is 
not something we should be tolerating.
There's no easy answer though, and 
even when the police (with their limited 
resources) move organised beggars on, 
they just return somewhere else the 
following day.

DREAMS DO COME TRUE!
Well would you believe it! The long 
awaited and much promised Public 
Realm improvements to Queensway 
finally began at the start of the year.

The first two phases are welll advanced 
and looking good. I hope works will 
continue seamlessly but I have my doubts 
as the the final design and Traffic Orders 
have still to be agreed.

WHITELEYS - A NEW CHAPTER
Whiteleys finally closed their doors 
on 30 November last year. Demoltion 
behind the magnificant listed facade 
began in earnest in January and will 
completed by the end of this year. 
Amendments to the current planning 
consent are to be submitted shortly.
Construction is due to commence next 
year with completion due by 2022/23.
When the doors re-open,we look 
forward to the start of another chapter 
of Whiteleys' colourful history.

SEBRA SUMMER PARTY 2019
As we go to press no date has been. 
fixed for our popular summer party. We 
are hoping to hold it as usual around late 
June or early July and as soon as the date 
has been fixed we will let you know.
Best wishes and happy reading.

Cover photo of train: Sunil Prasannan - Used under the Creative Commons licence.

Rough sleeping - No easy answer.

My banner from the 2018 AGM.
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LNER Class A3 Locomotive 
No. 60103 “Flying Scotsman”.
Pictured 10 September 2017 after 
leaving Crowcombe Heathfield.

Safety Valve
We don't struggle to fill our Safety Valve section, and with the proposed expansion of Heathrow, more 
Crossrail delays, the plans for Royal Oak and countless other things going on in our corner of West 
London, we probably never will. For this edition we cover all of the above plus the dangers of cycling, 
Porchester Baths and Genesis Housing.
So there's a lot to read about over these next few pages and we remain grateful to people who take the 
time to write to us. We start this section with a subject that was discussed at the SEBRA AGM and which 
Council Leader Nickie Aiken discusses later in the magazine.

Ian Hessenberg
Westbourne Park Villas, W2

At the SEBRA AGM held at the 
end of last year, John Zamit 
told us, to the obvious shock 
of the listening audience, 

that Westminster City Council, via their 
contract with Veoila, are not paying the 
London Living Wage to their daytime 
street sweepers. 
He had been told/discovered that our 
street cleaners, those brave people 
pushing their carts around the streets 
of Westminster tirelessly, day and 
night, whatever the weather literally 
cleaning up the shit left for them on the 
pavements and the gutters by people 
and animals, were being paid by Veolia 
less than the London Living Wage.
Also that some of them, as a result, 
had left Westminster and crossed the 
borders into neighbouring councils, 
because they would be paid more. 
If this is true, then shame on you 
Westminster – some of those men and 

women who stay with us, are our eyes 
on our streets who do a public service 
for so many residents, reporting anything 
which they think needs attention.
Some have been on the same streets 
for years, tirelessly working their way 
through every difficult season. Always 
cheerful when spoken to, which does 
not happen that often as they appear 
to be invisible to a large number of 
pedestrians, and some of them singing 
as they work. They do not have a noisy 
lorry into which rubbish can be thrown 
in bags or straight from bins; they have 
the back-breaking work of sweeping, 
shovelling and pushing. 
We want and need our street cleaners  
to stay with us, so let us make sure they 
are paid the wage they deserve - the 
London Living Wage. 
When the audience heard that 
discussions will take place to raise their 
pay, it produced a spontaneous round 
of applause from the residents who had 
just been alerted to this scandalous 
situation.

THE LONDON LIVING WAGE 
A "SCANDALOUS SITUATION" ON OUR STREETS?

Wayne James. One of the many 
sweepers who work tirelessly on the 

streets of Westminster.

I have read with alarm the proposed 
changes to Heathrow Flight 
paths - if implemented, these will 
have a most serious affect on our 

neighbourhood.

I feel this is something SEBRA should 
strenuously oppose. The public 
consultation window is quite short. 
These changes are to take place for 
the existing runways, though they will 
also have major consequences for us 
when the new runway is built.

By my reading of Heathrow’s 
consultation documents, the intention 
is to change the flightpaths into 
Heathrow so that within a couple 
of years flights will directly fly over 
our area as they make their descent 
into the airport. (This would be done 
with the existing two runway airport, 
and is known as "Independent Parallel 
Approach", Ed). Worse, the aircraft 
will be turning as they do so. Turning 
aircraft generate much more noise 
than ones on a straight flight path.

The plan, as I read it, is for aircraft to 
no longer make their approach from 
away in the east, with the glide paths 
for both the north and south runways 
being well to the south of the SEBRA 
area. Under the new proposals, aircraft 
will be table to make their descent 
from the holding stack north-west of 
London to turn directly over our area 
to descend into both runways.

The result is that our currently quiet 
area will suffer constant aircraft noise 
from 6.00am until late in the evening.

The proposed changes in the flight 
paths will also apply, of course, once 
the new third runway is built. I spoke 
to the CAA about the potential impact 
on our area. With commendable 
understatement, they said the changes 
would indeed ‘impact’ our area.

I see in the consultation documents, 
the claim that the noise will be around 
60 decibels from each aircraft. We all 
know that Heathrow has constantly 
understated the impact of its schemes.

Saying that 60 decibels is nothing to 
worry about as it is only the ‘level 
of conversation’ is misleading. In 
the case of aircraft this would be a 
constant sound, as if someone were 
emitting aloud hum or whine outside 
one’s window - in other words, noise 
pollution on a grand scale.

The World Health Organisation sets 
the limit for intrusive sound in a 
working environment at anything 
above 55 decibels – i.e. above 
street sound, and below Heathrow’s 
proposed sound levels. Recommended 
levels for a non-working environment 
– i.e. most of our area and Hyde Park 
– are lower. 

For a living room, the WHO's ideal 
sound level is below 30-40 decibels, 
for a bedroom below 35, and for a 
classroom (we have several schools in 
our area) also below 35 dB. According 
to the WHO, sound levels above 55dB 
can cause stress (my emphasis). 

HEATHROW PLANS WILL "AFFECT OUR LIVES VERY BADLY"
Don Jordan
Cleveland Square, W2

Continues overleaf...

Heathrow's plans would mean earlier flights, more flights and a path for those flights over Bayswater.
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HEATHROW AIRSPACE 
CONSULTATION 
Launched 8 January 2019

I am writing on behalf of Paddington 
Residents’ Active Campaign on 
Transport (PRACT), a consortium 
of four recognised wide-area 

amenity societies in the Borough of 
Westminster, whose combined areas 
cover most of London W2 and W9. 
(See at end for a description of our 
role and membership.)

CONSULTATION MISLEADING 
ON THE PROPOSAL FOR 
INDEPENDENT PARALLEL 
APPROACHES (‘IPA’)
We regard the form of this consultation 
as highly misleading in regard to ‘IPA’, 
early in the morning, in several respects. 
It is presented as if this particular form 
of increasing the two-runway airport’s 
capacity has official approval, so that 
only details are at issue. We do not 
believe this to be the case.
It is also presented as probably 
introducing, prematurely, changes in 
flight paths between holding areas and 
the final approach, depriving huge areas 
of both north and south London of 
sleep. We do not understand the reason 
for such changes from the existing flight 
paths, if ‘IPA’ were to be introduced with 
only the existing two runways.

Other communities - relief from 
daily alternation disappears under 
‘IPA’.   It appears incontrovertible 
that the communities living under 
the final approaches to both runways 
would have the relative calm of daily 
alternation shattered every single 
morning that the wind is coming from 
the west, as is usual.

LACK OF PUBLICITY: 
CONSULTATION PERIOD IS 
TOO SHORT
We object strongly to the limited 
publicity given to the consultation.  
We think that all households affected 
should have received a leaflet about 
it. Further, in regard to ‘IPA’ we 
regard the form of the questions as 
misleading in asking, in considerable 
detail, about particular flight paths 
within a ‘design envelope’, whose 
approval with the existing two 
runways is not yet assured. 

We think that there should be a 
longer period than eight weeks for 
responses. We note that twelve weeks 
is the period usually set for central 
Government consultations.

FAILURE TO CLEARLY 
IDENTIFY THE COMPARISON 
BETWEEN THE ‘BEFORE’ AND 
‘AFTER’ SITUATIONS

There is no specific information for 
particular postcodes about the existing 
situation (decibels, etc). People need 
to be able to compare now with then. 
The present situation might seem 
obvious for some - no overflights 
- but not for all. There should be 
specific worked examples of the likely 
impact of the proposals in particular 
postcodes.

POSSIBLE THIRD RUNWAY
As regards the impact of a possible 
third runway, we regard the 
consultation as premature. It may serve 
to disguise the general impact of ‘IPA’.

CONCLUSION
We ask that the consultation be 
redesigned to make it clear that ‘IPA’ in 
the early morning is not yet decided, 
and be launched again with extensive 
publicity and worked before and after 
examples.

I am copying this to the MPs for the 
Cities of London and Westminster and 
for Westminster North, to the Mayor of 
London, to the Civil Aviation Authority, 
to the London Assembly Member for 
West Central and, separately, to the 
Councillors of the five Wards covering 
our area.

The US National Institute of Health 
puts a quiet room at 28-33 dB. With 
windows open during months from 
spring onwards, I should think this level 
would easily be exceeded by jets flying 
overhead at 3,000ft.
Finally, I think the proposals are in 
direct contradiction to the stated 
wishes of Heathrow not to impact 
negatively on the environment or the 
population. There is quite a bit on this 
in their consultation documentation.
Can SEBRA campaign on this? I feel our 
lives are about to be very badly affected 
by decisions that take no account of 
our needs.

PRACT'S OFFICIAL RESPONSE TO THE HEATHROW CONSULTATION
John Walton

FURTHER INFORMATION
To read more about the propsals visit: 
heathrowconsultation.com
To read our mailing to members visit:
tinyurl.com/y2a6kg47"Plane Unacceptable - The headline graphic from SEBRA's recent mailing.
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Five Kingdom Street is the final 
plot of the Paddington Central 
development in Westminster. 
British Land is bringing forward 
proposals for a new building which 
will provide office space along 
with a major new social, leisure 
and cultural offer for the area.

CORE PRINCIPLES

GET INVOLVED TODAY

This illustrative view gives an impression 
of the new route through Five Kingdom 
Street from Harrow Road to Kingdom 
Street and Paddington Station.

There are 
three core 
principles 
that underpin 
the proposed 
scheme: 

A new route 
linking 

Paddington 
to North 

Westminster. 

A public  
garden at the  

heart of  
the building.  

Significant new 
community,  

leisure and cultural 
facilities located  

in ‘The Box’ 

Take part in our ‘What’s in the Box?’  
activity or speak to one of our team today. 

Tweet using #paddingtoncentral  
#fivekingdomstreet #westminster

Visit us online to take part  
fivekingdomstreet.com

BRT058_5 Kingdom Street A4 Advert_v1.indd   2 15/02/2019   12:53
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Many readers will be aware 
of the threat of Transport 
for London (TfL) relocating 
Victoria Coach Station to 

Royal Oak as the story was broken by 
this magazine. Since then, local people 
have united to demonstrate their 
opposition, but more needs to be done.
Councillors Richard Elcho and Emily 
Payne met with TfL to present our 
petition with over 3,500 signatures 
against the plans and to learn more 
about TfL’s proposals. Our London 
Assembly Member Tony Devenish 
has written to the Deputy Mayor for 
Transport and has extensively lobbied 
TfL behind the scenes to stop this ill 
thought out plan. (Visit his Twitter page: 
@tony_devenish).
TfL needs to find a solution to the loss 
of the Victoria Coach station from 2023, 
caused by leases expiring and land 
being earmarked for Crossrail 2. They 
are evaluating their options considering 
everything from a single relocation to 
another site to deciding to forgo a coach 
station in its entirety. 

Whilst no decision has been made yet, 
their most popular option appears to be 
to create a West London and an East 
London hub. They have spent the last 
year assessing all the sites they own and 
as a result are fast tracking a decision 
on whether to relocate two thirds of 
Victoria Coach Station to Royal Oak as 
their West London hub. In TfL’s words 
“there isn’t really anything like the Royal 
Oak site in West London.”

THE PROPOSAL
The options being considered provides 
for a coach station, potentially with 
access to the A40. The site would stretch 
from Lord Hill’s Bridge to Westbourne 
Terrace. TfL would remove Ranelagh 
Bridge and our current access to the 
A40. The proposal is to build a lower 
ground coach station, a ground floor 
shopping centre and a 17 storey tower 
block comprised of luxury residential 
accommodation and offices, to offset the 
running costs.  

WHY ROYAL OAK 
APPEALS TO TFL
TfL has extensively documented financial 
issues therefore costs are a driver in their 
decision making. They have decided that 
they need to retain a central London 
coach station even though other cities, 
such as Paris, manage to operate with a 
coach station on the periphery. TfL have 
restricted their assessment to land they 
own and the 10,000 m2 of undeveloped 
land in Royal Oak is a rare commodity.  
The wide range of access to local tube 
stations minimises any investment 
requirement in infrastructure from TfL, 
although TfL are prepared to provide 
step free access to Royal Oak. TfL 
have identified that it is equal walking 
distance from Royal Oak to Paddington 
and the Elizabeth Line as it currently is 
between the Victoria Coach Station 
and tube.

THE PROCESS
TfL has fast-tracked a review solely of 
the Royal Oak site. A paper is currently 
circulating around decision makers 
within TfL with a decision expected 
in the spring. TfL would then submit a 
planning application to Westminster City 
Council, at which point the official public 
consultation would be initiated.
As their proposal does not conform 
to Westminster’s planning guidelines 
or City Plan, TfL anticipates two years 
of planning appeals and wrangling, 
in which the Mayor of London can 
overrule Westminster City Council 
citing that the proposal is a strategic 
London issue. The Mayor of London is 
also the chairman of TfL. 
We estimate that TfL will need two years 
for the build to be ready for 2023 when 
the first of their leases at Victoria Coach 
Station expire. We need to demonstrate 
to TfL the level of unified local 
opposition before they make a decision 
this spring and invest time and money in 
a site that is palpably unsuitable.

WHY WE OBJECT TO 
THESE PLANS 
• A coach station will increase pollution 

locally. Pollution is a major cause of 
mental health issues, heart disease, 
strokes, cancers, infertility and triggers 
asthma attacks. The volume of coaches 
and buses next door to the most 
polluted road in Europe, Marylebone 
Road, which is administered by TfL 
rather than Westminster City Council, 
will substantially increase local 
pollution. Whilst TfL may make some 
efforts to regulate the pollution level 
of these vehicles, it is the volume, 
compounded by the additional support 
vehicles, that TfL cannot control, that 
will increase the pollution, such as 
pick up and drop off vehicles, taxis 
and minicabs, workers getting to the 
proposed office block, delivery vehicles 
for the shopping centre and service 
vehicles

• The surrounding area has a high 
concentration of secondary and 
primary schools, colleges and 
nurseries; it is completely unsuitable 
to locate the UK’s international coach 
station terminal in the vicinity

• The proposed site is the only greening 
that the Crossrail project managed to 
achieve in Central London as part of 
their environment pledge; we want 
this pledge to be honoured

• Victoria Coach Station has 14 million 
users a year, the local infrastructure 
does not have the capacity to disperse 
millions of extra people a year.  Nor 
are our narrow pavements able to 
accommodate travellers traipsing up 
and down our streets to reach the 
tubes whilst lugging large bags

•  The local tubes are already 
overcrowded during rush hour, we do 

not have the infrastructure in place 
to absorb this proposed commuter 
increase

• We will lose Royal Oak tube station 
during the works, which is a key 
transport link for local commuters

•  The coaches are likely to be 
redirected through the nearby streets, 
such as Edgware Road, Bayswater 
Road, Westbourne Terrace and 
Bishop’s Bridge Road, congesting our 
streets and clogging our roads with 
large vehicles they were not built to 
support

•  We do not need another empty tower 
block of luxury homes

•  We are all aware of the struggle our 
high streets are facing, we do not 
need a shopping centre to threaten 
local businesses

• The local vicinity has been 
regenerating over the last decades 
this will represent a slide backwards 
for the area

• Major travel hubs are accompanied by 
an increase in anti-social behaviour, 
Bayswater is a residential area 
unsuited to such an endeavour

WHAT YOU CAN DO
Thousands have signed our petition, so 
far, but we need more. We need you to 
sign our petition at www.westm.news/
stopCoachStation and spread the word 
to family, friends and neighbours.
Join us to hand over our petition to 
TfL on Thursday, 14 March. We will be 
meeting outside their offices at 197 
Blackfriars Road, London, SE1 8NJ at 
4.30 pm to hand over the petition at 
5.00 pm. As we expect substantial press 
coverage, we are asking for a strong local 
turnout; we would like to encourage 
local schools to turn up.
The strength of our protest is in 
publicised, unified opposition. TfL is 
taking note. If you have skills that would 
be useful or are able to volunteer time to 
spread the word, please get in touch.

Comment from John Walton;
SEBRA President

We deplore the basis on which TfL approach 
this question, on narrow financial grounds.  
What has happened to the previous system 
of taking decisions on the balance of social 

costs and benefits, including the social well being of both 
residents and travellers?
The adverse impacts in terms of air and noise pollution go 
even wider than Bayswater. First, more coaches come into 
London from the north than from any other direction: they 
would add to the high pollution in Marylebone Road on their 
way to and from a site at Royal Oak. 

Secondly, the closure of Ranelagh Bridge to traffic means 
diverting it to Marylebone Road, and it would have to get 
there through other streets already carrying much traffic.

Do TfL envisage that most users of a terminal at Royal Oak 
would have to walk to Paddington?  We do not know. If so, it 
would be a shabby way of replacing Victoria Coach Station, 
perpetuating the need for a long walk.
The need to replace facilities at Victoria Coach Station is 
long term and depends very much on what happens about 
Crossrail Line 2’s construction (which may require use of 
part of that site). We believe that TfL should rethink their 
strategy, in terms of a progressive shift away from ‘hub’ 
coach terminals.  
Any that remain should have good interconnections by the 
underground or overground, which is not the case for Royal 
Oak, if coupled with a smaller terminal further east. TfL 
should re-examine Old Oak Common, which is expected to 
be well connected with the Elizabeth Line, and will become a 
major transport hub. Coach operators could negotiate good 
terms and sell tickets including transfer by London public 
transport from OOC to zone 1.

FURTHER INFORMATION AND GETTING INVOLVED
Visit our website: 
bayswaterconservatives.com/royal-oak-coach-station
Follow us on social media: @stopRoyal_chOak or contact us on 
stopRoyalchOak@gmail.com or epayne@westminster.gov.uk

Emily Payne
Bayswater Ward Councillor

OBJECTING TO A COACH 
STATION AT ROYAL OAK

Protesting on Lord Hills Bridge.

Councillors Richard Elcho and Emily 
Payne submitting the petition to TfL.

Young people getting involved 
in the campaign.

No place for a coach station. Land at Royal Oak.
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In the latest communication on 
the endless Eastbourne Terrace 
closures, Crossrail mentioned that 
it would close the street during the 

weekend of 24 February in order to 
remove monitoring equipment. 
At the same time, it would be great 
for Crossrail to also pick up the 
numerous pieces of equipment that 
it has abandoned on Westbourne 
Terrace over the years. I am specifically 
referring to the three large vibration 
measuring ‘towers’ (see picture) which 
were unplugged two years ago and 
have been accumulating garbage and 
graffiti ever since. 
Also, every single house was drilled 
into some ten years ago in order to 

insert some unknown devices along 
with a bar code (see picture). There are 
hundreds of them, also abandoned. 

Given all the pollution that the 
painfully slow construction of 
Paddington station has caused and 
will continue to cause for an unknown 

number of years, it is not unreasonable 
to expect Crossrail to at the very least 
pick up after itself!

CLEARING UP AFTER CROSSRAIL
Michael Shutt
Local Resident, W2

Fixed to every house - a mystery device.

Vibration measuring towers - Unused 
since 2017.

Ever since the Crossrail works have 
started a decade ago, it really appears 
that the area around Chilworth Street 
and Westbourne Terrace has been 
abandoned by the Council.
My pictures show a few examples from 
the following list of problems:
• Derelict red BT boxes that have been 

disconnected for years
• A phone box with no working phone 

and broken glass panes
• Abandoned Royal Mail equipment tied 

to the street sign

• Safety signs left in the middle of the 
road in lieu of the broken street signs 
that should be there

• Abandoned Crossrail measuring 
equipment that was disconnected a 
couple of years ago

• The ubiquitous, gigantic A6 and A2 
(at night) buses that could pass on 
Eastbourne Terrace but instead pass 
on a residential street for no valid 
reason

• The Crossrail "campsite" which I guess 
will soon be listed given how long it 
has been there.

All of these are constantly attracting 
graffiti and garbage that has led to a 
huge deterioration of the overall feel of 
the area.

To me, this shows that the Council is 
really failing in keeping even a minimum 
of order in the area and it would be great 
if someone could push it to finally look 
into this mess.

Marie Brown
Local Resident, W2

STREETS ABANDONED BY THE COUNCIL

The Crossrail "Campsite" - Soon to be a listed building?

Unsightly - A derelict phone box. Abandoned Royal Mail equipment.

You did not have to go far to hear the 
rumours of the delays on the Crossrail 
works in Central London.
The cafés and pubs around Paddington 
railway station have been openly talking 
about it for months where many who 
work on the Crossrail project have lunch 
and a drink after work, that the Elizabeth 
line was not going to be ever completed 
by 9 December 2018. 
In the Far East they will be laughing at 
our woes over Crossrail (and HS2). As 
in the time since 2008 when Crossrail 
got formal government approval, the 
Chinese have built the most extensive 
network of High Speed rail in the World.

For example the two-ring high-speed 
rail service known as Nanlong Railway 
link in Fujian province is 248 km long 
and has 99 bridges and 82 tunnels and 
due to open in the beginning of 2019.
So we clearly must improve our project 
management and learn from what is 
being done in the Far East in delivering 
major transport infrastructure projects 
in London and the UK.

Quite honestly the way it's going it will 
not be opened before the next Mayoral 
contest in 2020 and l will not be 
surprised if it's not well into the next 
term before it's complete to hand over.
Indeed at the rate the Brunel Building 
is going up on North Wharf Road 
on the corner with Bishop's Bridge 
Road - increasingly casting a shadow 
across the whole of Little Venice and 

spoiling its skyline - it will be finished 
and let before the first Crossrail train 
is operational across the whole of 
London. Who could have foreseen that 
at all? 
So if the Crossrail boss has no idea 
of the revised launch date, it may be 
useful for him to spend some time at 
the cafés and pubs of Paddington to 
find out.

CROSSRAIL BEING LAUGHED AT FROM AFAR

Crossrail construction continues, but when will the service finally open?

Murad Qureshi
Little Venice, W9

The Brunel Building. Could this be occupied before Crossrail is operational?

The ES headline says it all.

Comment from Jon Walton 
SEBRA President
WHEN WILL THE ELIZABETH 
LINE OPEN?

We do not know, perhaps 
nobody does - the buzz 
is, not until next year.  
However, Transport for 

London are now saying that all surface 
works will be finished by July this year. 

So we have high hopes that Eastbourne 
Terrace will reopen fully then, in its 
permanent form of three lanes, available 
for general traffic. It will have new 
pedestrian crossings and a pavement 
and bus stops on both sides of the road. 
The plans are all ready but a traffic 
order is needed to put them in place. 
We await this with impatience.
 We can see no reason why access to 
the main line station on its western side 

should not be reopened at the same 
time, by walking through all or part of 
the lower level previously known as the 
‘Departures Road’, access from there to 
the Elizabeth Line station below being 
closed off for the time being.
Full reopening of Eastbourne Terrace 
to traffic means that the A6 Stansted  
airport coach can, and should, be 
rerouted from Westbourne Terrace to 
Eastbourne Terrace.
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Councillor Nickie Aiken
Leader, Westminster City Council

Around Bayswater

There are many humans who 
have contributed to improving 
life in SEBRALand but there 
is one stand-out SEBRA 

(honorary) member who created more 
happiness, wellbeing and bonhomie 
than most. 
That was the much-loved cocker 
spaniel, Matilda, who passed away 

on 7 November last year, just as the 
previous edition of this magazine was 
being distributed. 
Our Chairman, John Zamit, was Tilly’s 
primary carer in the later months of her 
15 dog years of life (90 or so in human 
terms) but had looked after her since 
she was a puppy when her owners 
were away, as they frequently were. 
They became a famous, devoted 
couple and a common sight around 
our manor was the John and Matilda 
patrol, sniffing their way slowly around 
the streets checking on everything 
interesting and noteworthy, at ground 
and every other level. 
There was hardly a gastropub in the 
district that Matilda didn’t drag John into 
whenever an open door was available, 
enticed by the hope of food scraps left 
on the floor and a nice glass of Malbec. 
You’ll have to make up your own mind 
about which appealed to whom.
Life in our neighbourhood won’t be 
quite the same since Matilda passed 
away, peacefully and painlessly, but 

she’s left behind countless fond 
memories for, and enriched the lives of, 
many of our members, and landlords, 
throughout SEBRALand.

A SEBRA LEGEND
Jonathan Olsberg
Wingate Road, W6

You probably thought we covered a lot in Safety Valve, but we're only just getting started. The main 
section of our magazine is bursting with content and we think it's perhaps the most diverse "Around 
Bayswater" we've ever produced.
There's our yearly two-pages covering the SEBRA AGM, another excellent "Blue Plaques" piece from 
Lewis Lesley and the welcome return of "Bob's Corner" where Bob Rogers writes about bus routes, 
Speakers' Corner, graffiti on our bridges and more.
We've even got a few pages covering health issues, which we're hoping will become a regular section in 
SEBRA NEWS W2. We begin though with some rather sad news about John Zamit's four-legged friend.

Matilda was truly a "SEBRA Legend".

Truly a man's best friend. John and 
Matilda enjoying the Bayswater sun.

For most people, their contact 
with council services begins 
when they open the front door. 
Have the bins been taken? Are 

the streets clean? It’s the way we all 
begin our day. Graffiti, dirt, anti-social 
behaviour are all corrosive of our 
quality of life.

QUEENSWAY PUBLIC TOILETS
So, let me start by updating SEBRA 
readers on our environment. I know 
you’ve raised concerns about the state 
of public toilets in Queensway and 
graffiti elsewhere, so let me provide 
some updates. First, the condition 
of the toilet block. The running of 
Westminster’s toilets was leased to a 
private company a decade ago, and the 
reality is standards haven’t been high 
enough. We’re currently in the middle 
of a review of how our public toilets 
should be managed in future – they cost 
several million pounds a year to maintain 
– and you should expect a significant 
announcement about this in the Spring.

GRAFFITI AND FLYPOSTING
In the case of graffiti on Network Rail 
bridges in Bayswater, our planning 
enforcement team is talking to Network 
Rail as a matter of urgency to make 
sure these structures - which they are 
responsible for - get cleaned or the 
council stands ready to take legal action. 
We’re also talking to TfL about removing 
flyposting on the pillars of the A40 
Westway flyover as soon as possible.

ROUGH SLEEPING AND 
BEGGING
Anyone who travels around Westminster 
knows that rough sleeping is a rising 
problem. In our city tonight, there will be 
around 300 people sleeping rough. This 
month we’ve launched a new campaign 
– Chat, App, Tap – to highlight how we’re 
helping and how you can help.
Linked to this we’ve seen a sharp rise in 
the numbers of non-UK nationals among 
that population after the Home Office 
lost a legal ruling in 2017 which robbed 

it of the ability to forcibly move rough 
sleepers on. I know that SEBRA readers 
are fed up with this, given the anti-social 
behaviour that often arises.
I went out with our street teams recently 
and you see the human consequence 
of this influx – the impromptu camps of 
sleeping bags, the intimidating heavy 
drinking, drug use – all part of a lifestyle 
that on average kills rough sleepers by 
the time they reach 47. I’ve experienced 
the anti-social dimension of this at first 
hand - one group I was with was spat at 
and threatened by a Polish man sleeping 
on the street.
This is a well-documented issue around 
Queensway, where there are anecdotal 
reports of street gangs meeting at 7am 
to `farm out’ professional beggars to 
pitches around the city in almost an 
echo of Oliver Twist. This behaviour has 
nothing to do with ethnicity or lifestyle; 
it’s abusing the right to travel in the 
cause of racketeering.
I share your concerns about rough 
sleeping. However, the council cannot 
solve this problem on its own and we 
are pressing central government hard 
for help. This is a long-term battle but 
Westminster and SEBRA residents can 
be assured we will keep fighting it.
In the meantime, the council will 
continue to spend £6.5m a year – more 
than any other council – to manage 
rough sleeping and send teams out on 
our streets on 365 days of the year. My 
cabinet colleague Cllr Ian Adams has 
written for this edition of SEBRA news 
with more detail on this.

LONDON LIVING WAGE
Clean streets bring me neatly to the 
subject of those who clean them. Our 
cleaning service is sub contracted to 
another company, and I know there 
is concern that public sector sub-
contractors are paid the London Living 
Wage.
Let me set out my position on this 
clearly. Westminster City Council staff

are all paid above London Living Wage 
with the exception of apprentices, for 
whom we have increased rates in line 
with local and national averages. The 
majority of our external contracts are 
for the specific delivery of service with 
rates of pay a matter for the contractor. 
A number of these contracts were signed 
five years or more ago before the London 
Living Wage was introduced. So as we 
review and re-procure these contracts, 
we’re clear that everyone who works for 
Westminster City Council – directly or 
indirectly – should be paid a wage that 
reflects the cost of living in London.

CITY PLAN
So far, we’ve touched on the state of our 
city; what about the long-term shape of 
it? I know SEBRA readers have followed 
the progress of our City Plan – our 
ambitious programme to make sure we 
build more homes for our residents, as 
well make sure our retail areas, open 
squares and streets remain vibrant and 
attractive.

You may recall being asked your opinion 
about the City Plan before Christmas. 
This was an informal – though very 
important – phase which allowed us to 
take in a range of views and fine-tune 
our proposals.

That will now be followed by a short 
formal consultation in the next couple of 
months. It may feel a bit process heavy, 
but this is a short but necessary legal 
step which paves the way for the formal 
adoption of the City Plan later this year. 
I hope you agree it is important to take 
the time to get this plan right - after all, 
it maps out the blueprint for our City 
up to 2040. Careful consideration of 
the proposals now will pay dividends in 
decades to come as we create the future 
of our City for All.

Councillor Nickie Aiken has lead Westminster City 
Council since January 2017 and we continue to 
enjoy her contributions to SEBRA NEWS W2.
For this edition we asked Nickie to write for us on 
a number of topics that we know to be of concern 
to SEBRA members and we appreciate her having 
taken the time to do so.

COUNCIL SERVICES AND OTHER 
MATTERS IN A CITY FOR ALL
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2018 SEBRA AGM
The Porchester Hall  

The Porchester Hall has a proud 
musical heritage, but we're 
sure that many of the SEBRA 
members who have attended 

events at this famous location will 
ever have witnessed anything like our 
Chairman John Zamit's "Dancing Queen" 
performance on 22 November 2018 at 
the SEBRA AGM.
This was of course a nod to Teresa May's 
arrival on stage at the Conservative 

Party conference earlier in the year, and 
despite what was no doubt an attractive 
proposition, Councillor Nicki Aiken, 
Leader of Westminster City Council 
resisted the urge to show the audience a 
few of her own dance moves.

The official proceedings followed shortly 
after this rather unexpected piece of 
entertainment, but as has become the 

tradition, the evening kicked off with 
exhibitions of upcoming developments. 

This year it was the turn of Bourne 
Capital, with a series of display boards 
conveying their "Vision for Queensway" 
along with another set outlining 
their demolition and construction 
management plan for Whiteleys.

As would be expected, SEBRA members 
took great interest in what they 
were being shown and of course this 
particular "Hard Road to Travel" and the 
transformation of its famous shopping 
centre will feature in the pages of this 
magazine for some years to come.

With committee members re-elected 
and the SEBRA accounts signed off, the 

floor was opened to 
questions. Answering 
those questions on 
the top table were 
Stuart Love (Chief 
Executive, Westminster 
City Council) Andrew 
Scattergood (Chief 
Executive, The Royal 
Parks), Nickie Aiken 
(Leader, Westminster 
City Council), Karen Buck 
MP (Labour, Westminster 
North) and Mark Field 

MP (Conservative, Cities of London and 
Westminster). They were joined, as ever 
by SEBRA President John Walton and 
SEBRA Chairman John Zamit.

The topics were certainly diverse, 
ranging from The Royal Parks' use of 
plastics (ably addressed by Andrew 
Scattergood) to questions about bus 

routes, begging, homelessness and 
affordable housing, the pedestrianisation 
of Oxford Street and much more. The 
London Living Wage was also another 
important subject that featured in the 
discussions. Nickie Aiken spoke about 
the first two years in her new role as 
Council Leader and her plans for a 
"People's Council".

As might be expected, Brexit also reared 
its head and Karen Buck explained how 
she and her colleagues from both sides 
of the House just wanted it over and 
done with so that the job of government 
could once again return to the top of the 
political agenda.

Other topics covered included the return 
to in-house management of housing 
following the failure of City West Homes 
and a brief discussion about Westminster 
City Council's ongoing complete review 
of its City Plan.

Proceedings were lively, but not heated, 
and they came to an end in a timely 
manner to make way for the free prize 
raffle which has most certainly become a 
mainstay of the SEBRA AGM.

We shan't list the prizewinners here, but 
congratulations to all of them. Those 
who donated prizes are listed below and 
it goes without saying that their ongoing 
support remains hugely appreciated.

It was good to see many of those in the 
audience stay on to enjoy the drinks 
reception, with the catering from Anna's 
Kitchen up to its usual high standard. 

Discussion of the issues raised continued 
with the members of our panel who 
were able to spare the time and a highly 
pleasant evening drew to a close at 
around 10:00pm.

Many thanks to our AGM Sponsors:
Veolia, Bourne Capital and Whiteleys

To Everyone Active, Flower Boutique and to all who donated raffle prizes:
QUEENS skate • dine • bowl | Royal Lancaster London Hotel

British Land - Paddington Central | Waitrose Bayswater
European Land & Property | George G Hair & Beauty Salon 

Kalamaras Restaurant | The Royal Parks

Dancing King? SEBRA Chairman 
John Zamit showed us some moves 

before introducing his 
"I Have a Dream" theme.

A fine way to finish. 
 The ever-popular reception.

Andrew Scattergood. 
Chief Executive, The Royal Parks.
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Not a day goes by without a 
news story appearing about 
some new, dire failing of the 
National Health Service. 

The impression given out by the media 
is of a much-loved institution now 
struggling with the conflict between 
rising demand and diminishing resources. 
Dedicated healthcare professionals are 
so hard-pressed that they are failing in 
their duty of care to patients. A bloated 
bureaucracy of middle management 
cares more about targets than about the 
health of its patients. The service is ever 
at the mercy of ideological politicians 
pulling it in opposing directions of 
nationalisation and privatisation. So 
many of its health and social care staff 
are immigrants who no longer feel 
welcome or even safe in the community 
they serve. The NHS itself has become 
a suffering patient whose condition, it 
seems, is terminal. Or is it?
Just how healthy are the services that 
the NHS provides for the citizens of 
Bayswater? And just how aware are 
we of the many health and social care 
services that are available to us?
We all know, or think we know, the 
services we can expect to be provided 
for us by our local General Practice. But 
how aware are we of the range of services 
that are now provided by our Primary 
Care Network? Sorry, what did you call it? 
Sounds like a fancy phrase dreamed up by 
a management consultant? So what does 
it actually mean? 

Quite simply, it's this: not every GP can 
offer, house or maintain the full range 
of ancillary services for its patient list of 
between five and ten thousand patients. 
So why not let each GP specialise in the 
provision of one or two of the ancillary 
services and then forge close links 
between half a dozen GPs to create a 
combined patient list of perhaps forty 
thousand for whom the whole range of 
services then becomes available?
Good idea? Well, it's a new idea. Not yet 
completely up and running but, when 
it is, somewhere in that Primary Care 
Network patients, when they need them, 
will be able to find podiatry, physio-
therapy, sexual health, alcohol and 
addiction management, smoking control, 
dietary advice and obesity treatment, 
dealing with diabetes, physical fitness 
regimes etc.
So how do we get to know about these 
so-called services when we need them? 
Well, it's been a statutory requirement 
for a couple of years now for every 
General Practice to have a Patient 
Participation Group. Any registered 
patient in the practice can belong to it 
and its purpose is to provide patients 
with a voice in the way in which their 
practice serves them. But it is also a way 
in which the practice can communicate 
health information to its patients.
My own GP is the Garway Medical 
Practice which is housed on the Hallfield 
Estate. 

We have had a Patient Participation 
Group for seven or eight years now and 
it has been a conspicuous success. Our 
group is actively assisted by Healthwatch 
Central West London and, in particular, 
by their Patient Participation Group 
Co-ordinator, Odeta Pakalnyte. Odeta's 
role is to support all West London GP 
practices in developing effective and 
sustainable PPGs. She offers training 
to PPG members, practical support 
for developing PPG publicity, runs 
workshops and facilitates the local PPG 
network.

Last year (on a hot night when England 
were playing in the World Cup) our 
Garway Medical Practice PPG held 
a special meeting on the subject of 
MANAGING MEDICATION. Two brilliant 
pharmacists found themselves talking to 
a roomful of patients — standing room 
only — who raised lively questions, spoke 
of difficulties and anxieties and who 
went home very much the wiser about 
ways to manage their often very complex 
combinations of medication.

This year, on 10 April at Pickering 
Hall on the Hallfield Estate, we shall 
be holding another Special Meeting 
on WHAT HEALTH SERVICES? The 
purpose is to spread the word to 
patients of our own practice and of 
neighbouring practices (any reader 
of SEBRA NEWS W2 is welcome) 
about what services will be available 
through the Primary Care Networks and 
what ancillary health and social care 
services are provided by the councils of 
Westminster and Kensington & Chelsea 
and by charitable organisations like 
Healthwatch and Open Age.

The NHS might well be in dire need 
of some TLC itself but a little local 
knowledge might help you to navigate 
your way through its myriad tentacles to 
find the health and social care that you 
need. Come and join us on 10 April.

HOW HEALTHY IS BAYSWATER?
Christopher Penfold 
(Co-chair, Garway Medical Practice PPG)

The NHS itself has 
become a suffering 
patient whose 
condition, it seems, 
is terminal. Or is it?

Are you tired of dieting and 
feeling like you’ve failed as 
the weight creeps back on? 
Are you confused by endless 

(often conflicting) dietary advice? 
While there is no one-size-fits-all 
approach to dieting, my experiences 
running weight loss programmes have 
taught me key principles to help you 
reach and maintain your ideal weight.  

1. Ditch the diet 
Dieting is miserable, unsustainable and 
you inevitably put the weight back on. 
Calories really aren’t equal, and from your 
body’s perspective this is certainly true.

The important thing is where the 
calories come from. For example, a 
bag of crisps has fewer calories than a 
handful of nuts, which doesn’t make the 
crisps a better choice! 

The calories in nuts provide lasting 
energy, healthy fats, fibre, and minerals, 
while crisps have no nutritional value 
and will leave you hungry soon after. The 
best approach for weight loss is to focus 
on eating natural, whole foods.  

2. Don’t skip meals 
People mistakenly skip meals to cut 
calories. This results in blood sugar 
levels dropping, making you tired and 
grumpy and increasing cravings.

Ever found yourself eating a low calorie 
breakfast and lunch, only to find 
yourself being so hungry mid afternoon 
you binge and undo your efforts? 

3. Make sure meals are 
balanced and contain protein, 
carbohydrates and healthy fats 
While there is no one rule for 
proportions, a balanced diet should 
include all three macro-nutrients. 
People have an aversion to fats which 
is a shame, as fats from healthy 
oils, fish, nuts, eggs, avocados are 
nourishing and keep us full for longer 
(meaning you eat less calories overall).
While they are higher in calories, small 
amounts won’t make you fat. 
Many people also cut carbohydrates 
without understanding the important 
role they play as our body’s preferred 
source of fuel. 
Carbohydrates should mostly come 
from wholefoods such as vegetables, 
fruit, pulses/legumes and grains.  
Protein helps keep blood sugar levels 
balanced and keeps us feeling full.
Getting the ratios of these macro-
nutrients right for an individual is key 
for weight loss.

4. Avoid snacking 
Unless you have blood sugar imbalances 
or a physically demanding job, you don’t 
need to snack.

The proviso is you must be eating 
balanced meals (see above). You can’t 
have a bowl of sugary cereal or white 
toast with jam for breakfast and expect 
to maintain energy levels until lunch.   

Mindless snacking can add hundreds of 
calories, which we often don’t register.   
Ideally leave 4-5 hours between meals 
with no snacking between or after 
dinner. An extended overnight fast of at 
least 12 hours can optimize fat burning. 

5. Drink enough fluids 
– mostly water
Aim for around 35ml of water per kg of 
body weight, more when sweating.   

For most, the mantra ‘eat less and move 
more’ to lose weight is too simplistic 
and doesn’t take into account important 
considerations such as:
• Hormonal imbalances (insulin, stress 

and sex hormones)
• Genetics
• Medical history/medications
• Food intolerances
• Inflammation
• Gut health
• Lifestyle – stress levels, sleeping 

patterns, exercise 
• Psychology of eating. What drives 

eating habits - boredom, comfort or 
emotional eating? 

If you would like information about the 
Metabolic Balance plan, a three-month 
healthy eating programme designed to 
rebalance your metabolism, or any of 
my weight loss programmes please get 
in touch.

SEBRA Member Lisa Powell is a 
Registered Nutritional Therapist 
(CNHC) and Nutritionist (mBANT), 
Metabolic Balance Coach and 
Weight Loss Specialist. 
Lisa also runs corporate nutrition 
programmes and is currently 
studying for a Diploma in 
Performance Nutrition. 
In the first of a series of articles she 
offers a simple message:

"Eat Less, Move More?" 

Further Information
web: www.lisapnutrition.com
mobile:  07717 706017
twitter:   @lisapnutrition2
Find us on Facebook: 
facebook.com/lisapnutrition/

Garway Medical Practice 
on the Hallfield Estate.
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BUS ROUTE CHANGES

The change of bus route 23 has 
been criticised, and no doubt 
given the length of time that 
this route has been running, the 

changes would cause problems to many 
people used to the old route. 
However, from a personal point of view 
I find the line of the route of bus 23 as 
recently changed, to give me a very good 
run from my home near Paddington 
Station to Ladbroke Grove Sainsbury’s 
on the one hand - nothing has changed 
there - but going in the other direction 
towards Hammersmith which is the 
new situation benefits me when I visit 
Kensington because I have no need to 
wait to change buses in Park Lane at 
Hyde Park Corner.
About three or four years ago I wrote a 
letter to TfL suggesting that we needed 
a bus from Park Lane which turned into 
Piccadilly, thus avoiding any need to 
change buses as aforesaid. At the time 
TfL negated my suggestion saying there 
was no demand, but more recently bus 
route No 6 has been diverted from its 
historic route to do just that: turn left 
from Park Lane into Piccadilly, and on to 
Aldwych. I find this very useful.

CALMING TRAFFIC IN  
ORSETT TERRACE

In recent weeks it was necessary for 
Thames Water to excavate a valve 
more or less in the middle of the 
mouth of Orsett Terrace as it abuts 

Westbourne Terrace. 
This meant that virtually half the mouth 
of Orsett Terrace was blocked to traffic, 
leaving only half the mouth to accept 
traffic, which it did with what I thought 
was remarkable success because it 
reduced the speed of the traffic from 
whichever direction it came, turning left 
or right into Orsett terrace.

Vehicles of all kinds seemed to fit, and 
traffic slowed down making it much 
easier for pedestrians to cross the road 
at this junction.
It can be quite frightening, when the 
mouth of Orsett Terrace is wide open, 
at the speed vehicles approach to 
make their dramatic turns, and I would 
suggest that we should experiment with 
a build-out at this junction with suitable 
monitoring to see if we could introduce 
a permanent reduction in the mouth 
of Orsett Terrace, thus improving road 
safety for everybody.

Bob ROGERS' CORNER
Bob Rogers is a bit of a SEBRA legend. He's been a member for many years and his 
regular contributions to our magazine have covered a diverse range of subjects. A keen 
railway enthusiast and most certainly an expert on the Buses of Bayswater, Bob is also a 
regular at Speakers' Corner. With his trademark beret, he's instantly recognisable in our 
particular part of London.

Bus route 23 - Gives Bob a "very good 
run" from Paddington Station.

HISTORY PANELS AT 
SPEAKERS' CORNER

Going for a walk in Hyde Park 
near Speakers’ Corner has 
been made more interesting 
in recent months and for 

the future by the placing of three 
information boards or history panels.

In six screens the boards relate a short 
history of Speakers’ Corner with some 
interesting characters being silently vocal 
at the corner. It has taken a long time to 
get these boards in place, but I am very 
grateful they have arrived. 

They seem to be very popular with 
visitors as they are usually surrounded by 
people reading the information, even on 
some of the coldest days of the winter. 
I had the pleasure of thanking Andrew 
Scattergood, CEO The Royal Parks for 
the successful outcome of this work at 
the recent SEBRA AGM.

A PLAGUE ON OUR BRIDGES

Let me wind up, and a lot of 
people do get wound up on 
the matter of the graffiti and 
fly-posting which continues to 

plague Westbourne, Raneleigh and Lord 
Hill’s bridges and along the Harrow 
Road between these three bridges.

It remains a current issue with TFL, 
Westminster City Council and Network 
Rail as to whose responsibility it is 
for the various areas of graffiti and fly 
posting. This is in a sad contrast to the 
beautifully decorated bridge at Ladbroke 
Grove just a mile or so to the west.

Bus route 6 has also changed, much to 
Bob's approval.

POSTING MATTERS

If you posted early for Christmas 
did you post early enough? I ask 
this question because it is still 
not certain what is the best time 

to post a letter in any of our local 
post-boxes.
That's because of pending changes to 
collection times and one letterbox of 
late, the double box near St James’s 
Church Sussex Gardens, has been 
taken away having been sealed shut 
for sometime because of the cycle 
superhighway.

Left and above: The newly installed history panels at Speakers' Corner

Graffiti and fly posting (right) are other issues that concern a lot of people.

The Orsett Terrace junction with Westbourne 
Terrace. In need of traffic calming?
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Among the many famous 
people who lived in SEBRA 
Land, two moved the earth 
in several ways and changed 

the environment more than many can 
imagine. 
One lived wholly in the 19th Century, 
the other mostly in the 20th. Today the 
idea of a ‘self made man’ provides the 
script for heroic films, and both of our 
subjects certainly fulfil that description.

ROBERT STEPHENSON 
1803-1859
In the 19th Century it was usual for 
sons to follow their fathers into the 
family trade. So it was with Robert 
Stephenson, whose father George was 
a mine engineer but with an inventive 
mind seeking improvements in safety, 
efficiency and economy. His son Robert, 
born 1803 in a humble cottage near 
Newcastle upon Tyne, went to the village 
school, then a class in a Newcastle 
School before becoming an apprentice 
at the age of 15. He learned his trade 
the hard way but like his father was 
enterprising and inventive. 

Not only did father and son build 
railways but they also made trains. They 
had works in Newcastle, which built 
experimental locomotives, first tried on 
the Stockton and Darlington Railway in 
1825. This father and son team made 
the break through with the world’s first 
inter-city railway, opened between 
Liverpool and Manchester in 1830, using 
Robert’s revolutionary “Rocket” engine. 
His trains ran at the unheard of speed of 
30mph. Robert went on to build railways 
between London and Birmingham, across 
north Wales to Anglesey and nearly half 
of all those in Britain. 

Abroad he worked on railways in many 
countries. In between all of this he was 
elected MP for Whitby in 1847, having 
married Frances Sanderson in 1829. 
They had no children and when Frances 
died in 1842, he did not remarry.
As well as trains, Robert Stephenson built 
bridges to cross difficult rivers and wide 
stretches of water, like the River Conwy 
and Menai Straits, using the revolutionary 
tubular iron design, later exploited 
in Montreal. His bridges also include 
the High Level (double deck) bridge in 
Newcastle and the Royal Border Bridge 
at Berwick on Tweed. In total he built 
160 railways and worked for 60 different 
companies in over 10 countries.
He gained numerous awards, including 
being the President of the Institution 
of Civil Engineers, and the Institution 
of Mechanical Engineers. He refused a 
Knighthood from Queen Victoria, but 
accepted Knighthoods from the king 
of Belgium, the king of Norway and a 
Knighthood from the French Legion of 
Honour.

Moving from Newcastle, his first 
home in London was on Primrose Hill, 
then Cambridge Square to be nearer 
Parliament.
Probably his biggest legacy was the 
London to Birmingham Railway opened 
in 1838. He signed the contract for this 
in 1830. As well as overcoming land 
issues, especially in London, the line 
included two monumental stations at 
Euston and Curzon Street in Birmingham, 
which still exists. Initially the climb from 
Euston to Primrose Hill was too steep for 
locomotives, so a winding house, (now 
a Theatre) was built, and trains were 
hauled out of Euston on long cables. 
Part of this line was the Kilsby Tunnel 
near Rugby, the longest (2223 yards) in 
the world when it opened in 1838, at a 
cost of nearly £100,000, over £30million 
at today’s prices.. It is still in the top 18 
railway tunnels in Britain.

He died aged 55 in 1859. In many ways 
this was a good age, given his industry 
in surveying on horse back and foot 
the lines for new railways, producing 
the drawings by hand on large sheets, 
steering Bills through Parliament, then 

supervising the contractors who built the 
lines manually with ‘navies’ using spades, 
wheel barrows and horses. He must 
have needed the Victorian equivalent 
of high energy drinks to keep going. His 
death was a double shock coming two 
days after Brunel, another important 
railway engineer. Such was his acclaim 
that Queen Victoria allowed his funeral 
cortège to travel from his house at 35 
Gloucester Square to Westminster Abbey 
though Hyde Park, a route previously 
reserved for Royalty. Tickets for 2000 
to attend the funeral service, saw 3000 
people crowd into the Abbey, where 
he is buried next to Thomas Telford, an 
earlier ground breaking civil Engineer.

SIR GILES GILBERT SCOTT 
1880-1960
Another face changer in SEBRALand was 
Sir Giles Gilbert Scott, who lived in his 
own design Chester House, Clarendon 
Place until he died in 1960. Unlike Robert 
Stephenson, Giles was born into a richer 
family in 1880, and managed to reach the 
grand age of 80 when he died. His father 
was an architect, George Gilbert Scott 
who designed the Albert Memorial in 
Kensington Gardens and the grand gothic 
Hotel at St. Pancras. Sadly for Giles at 
the age of three, his father had a nervous 
breakdown and was sent to the Bethlem 
Royal Hospital, ‘Bedlam’. He remembered 
only seeing his father twice.
Fortunately his Uncle gave him a 
farm in Sussex, the income of which 
helped to keep his mother and five 
brothers and sisters. During the week 
they lived in Battersea but spent 
the weekends in Ninfields, at Hollis 
Street Farm. His father converted to 
Catholicism, so Giles was educated at 
Beaumont College, and when he was 
19 he became a trainee architect at 
the practice of Temple Moore, where 
his father had also trained. This was a 
period when gothic architecture was in 
vague, like Barry’s Houses of Parliament 
and the Midland Hotel at St. Pancras. 
This heavily influenced Giles who 
thought in terms of design simplification 
but not along the lines of ‘Arts & Crafts’ 
like William Morris, or the Art Nouveau 
of Rennie Mackintosh. 
He was obviously ambitious, even 
though he felt his father was a better 
architect. He entered a competition to 
design the new Liverpool Cathedral. Out 
of over 100 entries, he won at the age 
of 21. Reflecting either his or Liverpool’s 
ambitions, it aimed to become the 4th 
largest in the world, and only the third 
Anglican cathedral built in Britain, after 
the new St. Paul's and Truro Cathedrals.

Not only did his age draw criticism 
but the choice of a Catholic to design 
new Anglican did not go unchallenged. 
Ironically when Cardinal Heenan ran a 
competition in 1960 for a new Liverpool 
Catholic Cathedral, it was won by 
Methodist Frederick Gibbard. This might 
explain why Liverpool is one of the most 
diverse but harmonious cities in Britain. 
Although construction of Liverpool 
Cathedral began almost immediately, 
the First World War brought 
construction to a halt, although the 
Lady Chapel had been consecrated 
in 1910. The consecration of the part 
completed Cathedral took place in 
1924, with King George V attending, 
who knighted Giles shortly after at 
Knowsley Hall near Liverpool, whilst 
staying with Lord Derby.
With hard economic times after the 
war, construction slowed to a medieval 
pace, again halting during the Second 
World War. Sadly Giles died before it 
was finished in 1977, over 70 years in 
building, compared to its rival along 
Hope Street, finished in reinforced 
concrete in only five years and 
consecrated in 1967.
Whilst Liverpool Cathedral will remain 
the masterpiece of Giles, he left behind 
many other face changers. The most 
ubiquitous is the red telephone box. This 
like many other products went through 
a development process. Kiosk One 
(K1) had a very domed roof and equal 
size glass panes. There are still some of 
these in Parliament Square. However 
many more K2 were built, with a flatter 
roof and unequal sized glass panes. This 
remained the UK standard until mobile 
phones became commonplace.

Power to the people came in Battersea, 
when the biggest coal fired electricity 
generating station in London opened 
in 1933. A million tons of coal annually 
came mostly from Newcastle by ship, 
unloaded directly at a special pier. 
Unlike other power stations it did not 
have cooling towers but provided hot 
water across the Thames for the Pimlico 
District Estate heating system, an early 
combined heat and power station. Giles 
also designed Bankside Power Station, 
which opened in 1947, to replace the 
older station in operation since 1891. 
This was oil fired and the Thames was 
used for cooling water. When OPEC 
quadrupled the price of oil in 1974, 
Bankside became uneconomic compared 
to coal and eventually closed in 1981. 
Now it is the amazing Tate Modern 
Gallery, linked to the North Bank by the 
Millennium Foot Bridge.

Passing over Waterloo Bridge, you may 
not realise this as another Gilbert Scott 
masterpiece, together with 40 churches, 
as well as Liverpool Cathedral. Added 
to this were numerous houses, War 
Memorials and institutional buildings like 
colleges and libraries. When he died in 
1960 he was buried with his wife Louise, 
who died in 1949, outside Liverpool 
Cathedral, since Catholics cannot be 
interned in Anglican Churches.
Two men working in different centuries, 
dying 100 years apart have left a legacy 
that has changed Britain. Railways 
enable over a billion journeys a year to 
be made safely and quickly. Had he lived 
today, Robert Stephenson would have 
been delighted to see trains running at 
200mph. Giles Gilbert Scott also helped 
improve communications with his iconic 
telephone boxes, at least until the era of 
mobile phones but his major buildings 
stand testimony to artistic creativity, and 
to satisfy functional needs with beauty.

Our "Blue Plaque" series remains popular and it seems there really is no shortage of famous Bayswater 
residents to have their stories told. We're very grateful to the author for his continuing contributions and 
on this occasion we feature an engineer and an architect who most certainly left their mark on the world.

“CHANGING THE FACE”
Professor Lewis Lesley

Robert Stephenson. English railway 
and civil engineer.

Stephenson's "Rocket" and Britannia Bridge along with the Scott-designed Battersea Power Station and "K2" telephone box.

Stephenson's Memorial plaque at 
No.35 Gloucester Square, W2.

Sir Giles Gilbert Scott. English 
architect and designer of the K2 red 

telephone box.

Scott's Memorial plaque at Chester 
House, Clarendon Place, W2.
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“I can't get over my fascination 
with the huge feet of 
Moorhens, and the elegant 
way they deploy them. It's 
like running the 100 metres 
in clown shoes, under 10 
seconds” 

That’s how Ralph Hancock 
describes the amazing skill 
of one of the creatures we 
pass by routinely in the park 

and rarely give a second thought 
to. Others, like the Little Owls, we 
don’t even see though they are only a 
glance away and peering imperiously 
at us from branches just metres 
above our heads.

If you know where to look you can 
also watch families of geese forming 
crèches to protect their young, and, 
perhaps most charming of all, you 

can be enchanted by the comical 
courtship ritual of the Grebes, for 
whom there is no more seductive 
present than a big old leaf brought 
up from the bottom of the lake 
and dangled balletically before the 
object of affection. 
As spring unfolds and summer digs 
in, such goings on will be chronicled 
on a daily basis in an entertaining 
and informative picture and video 
blog by Ralph Hancock, and, if you 
want to know the latest on the kick 
boxing coots that are always up for 
a fight or why the geese that look 
as though they have a 
permanent hangover are 
making such a din, it’s 

likely the answers 
will be there.
In fact everything 
here, including the 
pictures, all come 
courtesy of the blog. 
It’s where I learned 
where to find the 
owls in the middle 
of the day, and, 
among many other 
revelations, where 
robins and tits will 
come to hand to be 
fed. It’s something 
of an Aladdin’s cave: You 
never know what gems the 
blog is going to throw up as it 
reports on the daily goings-on. 
It transforms a routine walk 
in the park into a journey of 
discovery. 

Joe Ogden
Moscow Road, W2

A Journey 
of Discovery 
in our Royal 
Parks

Visit Ralph Hancock's blog at:
bit.ly/2S6jgeM

A pair of Coots, kick-boxing 
in Hyde Park.

Owls cosy up in Kensington Gardens.

A robin sizes up a pine nut from 
Ralph Hancock's hand.
Photo: Fran Cantello

Grebes flaunt their finds from the 
bottom of the Serpentine.

Readers of SEBRA NEWS W2 
will know that the prominent 
local Conservative politician 
Councillor Robert Davis 

resigned from his previous high office 
(Deputy Leader of Westminster City 
Council) some time ago. He has also 
stepped down as a local Councillor, 
and has been replaced in Lancaster 
Gate Ward by Margot Bright. 

Readers may recall that I edited SEBRA 
NEWS (as it was named at the time) 
for thirteen years until 2015; I saw 
SEBRA's relationship with Robert Davis 
turn rather sour in my final couple of 
years as Editor. But it seems to me 
that it would be very wrong to let him 
go without some words of appreciation 
for all that he did with and for SEBRA. 

Whatever the rights and wrongs of the 
situation leading to Robert's departure 
from high office at Westminster City 
Council, it does seem that he was a bit 
careless about what finally did for his 
career as a very senior participant in 
local politics - the degree of hospitality 
that he accepted from the bigwigs of 
London's property industry.

It is also true that in the early years 
of the current decade SEBRA began 
to be quite critical of some of the less 
attractive planning decisions which we 
felt that Robert was pushing through 
in spite of local opposition, as the 
Chairman of influential Planning Sub-
Committee; the legacy of some

of these decisions will be with us in 
the form of some rather unattractive 
buildings for years, and cannot now 
be undone. But we should remember 
that he was a good friend of SEBRA 
for many years and that he did a lot to 
help us.

For a very long time Robert was a 
local Councillor; he often attended 
many SEBRA events and supported its 
initiatives. He was first elected as a 
Conservative Councillor in 1982 and 
was instrumental in helping his late 
Civil Partner, (Sir) Simon Milton to 
become a Councillor soon afterwards. 
Thus, SEBRA's close relationship with 
Robert goes back 25 years to his 
first appearance on the local political 
scene; he was a regular attender at 
many SEBRA occasions, frequently 
appearing on the platform at our 
annual Garden Party and at our AGM 
in Porchester Hall.

SEBRA's President, John Walton, a 
founder member of the Association 
and a former Chairman, recalls: 
Robert was a Councillor first of the 
Bayswater Ward for four years, and 
then of the Lancaster Gate Ward; 
as it happened he had studied law 
(becoming a solicitor) at a legal college 
in that Ward. Robert soon gained 
the reputation of being assiduous 
in dealing with problems raised by 
his constituents in surgeries, and (I 
believe) even gave free legal advice 
when needed.

He took an active interest in the 
problems of Queensway from the 
start of his time as a Councillor, and 
it is largely thanks to him, in his later 
role on the Council’s Environment 
Committee, that we owe the survival 
of the Porchester Centre, including 
its Hall, Library, Gym, Swimming pool 
and Spa. The entire complex had been 
proposed for sale or to be redeveloped 
by Westminster City Council, which 
has maintained it in its original usage 
ever since. 

A charming touch is that Robert also 
had personal connections with the 
Hall; his parents had their wedding 
reception there.

Christopher Tanous
Former Editor, SEBRA NEWS

FAREWELL AND THANKS TO ROBERT DAVIS

A photograph of Robert Davis which 
was originally published on page 

40 of our Autumn 2009 issue, in an 
interview with him by Julian Hale.
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Our good friend Billy Kennedy 
took the two photos shown 
at the top of this page, and 
they mark the very first small 

steps in the project to regenerate this 
historic shopping centre.
The photos to the left, also taken by 
Billy, gives a sense of the scale of this 
vast project.
Two images at the foot of the page show 
the facade during the ongoing process 
of removing windows and then there's a 
final image of an immense crane at work 
on Queensway.
Demolition work is expected to 
complete in November 2019 and 
reconstruction is expected to last a 
further three years.
The finished project will feature retail 
units, housing, restaurants, a public 
courtyard and a basement cinema. It 
will also feature a boutique hotel and a 
heath club.
You can be assured that we'll continue to 
cover this major story in future editions 
of SEBRA NEWS W2.

FIRST THEY TOOK THE TREES...
The regeneration of Whiteleys begins

Read more at:
www.whiteleysdevelopment.co.uki

24 Jan
2019

30 Nov

2018

3 Dec
2018

...THEN THEY TOOK
 THE WINDOWS6 Feb

2019

Entrepreneurial spirit in 
Westminster is alive and well 
thanks to an innovative and 
FREE ‘PopUp’ business school 

that gets people into business quickly.
Westminster Council’s PopUp 
Westminster gets people going fast 
and tests their ideas on how to make 
money doing what they love. PopUp 
Westminster’s latest training course, 
held at the end of 2018, has already seen 
30 per cent of attendees successfully 
trading in the New Year - with 69 per 
cent close to being ready to do business. 
A total of 148 people attended the free 
course. Your dream of starting-up a 
business could be a reality if you sign-up 
for the next ‘PopUp’ sessions to be held 
in Westminster over the summer.

Westminster City Council’s Deputy 
Leader and Cabinet Member for 
Economic Development, Education and 
Skills, Councillor David Harvey, said:

“The PopUp business school run start-up 
events to help people start small businesses 
and making money doing what they 
love. The approach is the polar opposite 
of traditional approaches to starting a 
business, PopUp works how entrepreneurs 
work. The PopUp business school does 
not believe in detailed business plans and 
definitely doesn’t believe in loans or grants 
because this puts more people off than 
it helps, instead it focuses on the energy 
and enjoyment of developing and selling a 
product, service or activity that customs 
want to buy.

“The PopUp business school will show you 
how to start-up without spending a penny, 
make a great website for free and get you 
to your first sale. Westminster is a city of 
opportunity where everyone should have 
the opportunity to build their lives, careers 
and families here – which is why the PopUp 
business school has our full support.”

In the run-up to the start of the course, 
PopUp Business School and partners, 
Westminster City Council, find a 
location for the school to pop-up in. 
A huge amount of effort goes into 
promoting the PopUp Business School 
so would-be entrepreneurs do not miss 
their opportunity. This takes place across 
social media, local flyer drops, local 

partner promotion, local 
media and the job centre.

During the course, 
attendees learn how to 
start a business with no 
money; how to build 
a website for free and 
how to make money 
from your sofa. It’s a fun, 
friendly and informal 
event, offering a wealth 
of advice, ideas and 
opportunities to ask 
questions.

PopUp Business School’s Director and 
lead facilitator in Westminster, Alan 
Donegan, added:
“Business and entrepreneurship has 
completely changed over the last decade. 
You can now build a website for free in an 
afternoon, launch on social media and start 
trading by the evening. Westminster is an 
incredible place to launch a business. With 
such a vibrant network of entrepreneurs 
and business people and a huge market to 
sell to, there has never been a better time 
to launch your idea out into the world and 
start selling.”
If you are sceptical about PopUp, research 
carried out around Reading showed that 
small businesses started through pop up 
are at least 10% more likely to be working 
in trading 18 months later than the broad 
start-up business population.
PopUp Westminster has been funded 
by Westminster City Council, Blenheim, 
Derwent London, Octavia Foundation 
and Turning Point.

BUSINESS SUCCESS 
STORIES POPPING UP 
ACROSS WESTMINSTER
Mark Coleman 
Policy, Performance & Communications Department, Westminster City Council

A very well attended course took place towards the end of 2018.

Celebrating success at PopUp Business School.

Further Information
For more information on how to set 
up a business in Westminster visit: 
www.businesswestminster.com  
To register your interest in PopUp 
courses visit : 
www.popupbusinessschool.com or 
call Alan Donegan on 07932 247 353

23 Feb

2019
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T he TLC gets better and better 
with a delicious still-cheap two-
course lunch (£9) and always a 
convivial and welcoming group 

of people. 
On 5 February we welcomed writer 
Elizabeth Lockhart-Mure who introduced 
us to a nearly-forgotten ‘corner’ of history 
of World War II. Her book ‘Front Line 
and Fortitude’ (published by Troubadour 
Publishing) tells a fascinating story. 
The author led us on a journey of 
discovery beginning with a dusty box 
of family papers, photos and a small, 
battered leather-bound diary found in 
an attic. It was this little book that told 
the story of the hideous struggle against 
the Japanese in the War. The diary was 
written by Maria Pilbrow, Elizabeth’s 
aunt, when she worked with the 
contingent of women known familiarly as 
WASBIES, which stood for the Women’s 
Auxiliary Services (Burma).  
To put this diary into its historical 
context: One of the largest 
Commonwealth armies ever assembled 
(over a million troops) was fighting the 
Japanese in Southeast Asia, first on the 
border of what was then British India 
and Burma and then gradually deeper 
into the dark jungles of Burma.  
The women (WASBIES) were supporting  
the Fourteenth Army by providing 
canteens serving tea and providing 

warmth, cheer and comfort to the 
troops who were there to deal with a 
vicious, sometimes invisible, wickedly 
cruel enemy. 

The jungles were treacherous and hot, 
the monsoon rain causing deep, sticky 
mud for months. The swamps, stinking 
and stagnant, were infested with insects 
and vermin. The girls worked long hours 
and accompanied the troops by road 
or rail or by DC-3 aircraft, sometimes 
right to the front line where they could 
hear the pounding of big guns and the 
overhead roar of low-flying bombers. 

For the women there was no privacy, no 
special quarters and only very primitive 
washing facilities. Nevertheless the diary 
records evenings with film shows and 
card games to amuse the exhausted 
troops. Sometimes the WASBIES did 
medical duties by assisting nurses in 
the Casualty Clearing Stations where 
wounded soldiers were first admitted 
before being flown out for further 
medical treatment. They worked in the 
extreme heat and humidity and worked 
a long day from 5:00am until after 
midnight always, the author says, "with a 
smile and time to chat".
Once the war was over the WASBIES 
remained in the ‘Far East’ and helped 
in the repatriation and rehabilitation 
of prisoners of the war. History tells us 
that the Japanese treated their prisoners 
most cruelly, and starved and tortured 
them. They were riddled with disease 
but still the WASBIES carried on until 
they were finally disbanded in 1945. 
Their story was virtually forgotten until 
the discovery of the diary in the attic 
by author Elizabeth Lockhart-Mure 
who came to give us such a passionate 
presentation. 
The Tuesday Lunch Club was delighted 
to hear this story about the WASBIES.  
We plan to present more interesting 
reports on a great variety of subjects on 
the first Tuesdays of each month.
Do join us!

UPDATE FROM THE TUESDAY LUNCH CLUB

The Tuesday Lunch Club
We meet on the first Tuesday of each 
month at 12.30 pm at The Mitre at 
24 Craven Terrace, W2.
Call Jane on 0207 402 5707 or 
Eleanor on 0207 727 7412 for further 
information.

As the centenary of the end of 
the Great War approached 
last year, I was researching 
local memorials and was 

saddened to learn that there used to be 
one at Whiteleys which is long gone.
During the Great War of 1914-18 some 
1,400 Whiteleys employees went off to 
fight, of whom thirteen won distinctions 
on the field, one receiving the Victoria 
Cross. However, 85 Whiteleys 
employees lost their lives and on 
Friday 1 June 1923 a magnificent War 
Memorial was unveiled in the store on 
the wall of the fourth floor gallery under 
the dome, with hymns being sung by 
the sixty-strong Whiteleys choir in front 
of a huge crowd.
The West London Observer reported:
"Field-Marshal Lord Methuen unveiled 
the handsome war memorial at the 
stores of Messrs. Wm. Whiteley, Ltd., 
Queen’s Road, Bayswater, to eighty-
five employees who fell in the war, 
on Friday, the impressive ceremony 
being attended by the whole of the 
employees with relatives, and a large 
number of the firm’s customers." 
The Pall Mall Gazette reported:
"Every member of the staff, numbering 
some five thousand, was present at 
the service held beneath the central 
dome, the four circular galleries being 
draped with the flags of the Allies, 
and the store was closed for half-an-
hour. Worked in bronze, the memorial 
represents the figure of a recumbent 
warrior, wrapped in a Union Jack, with 
Britannia at the head, and Charity 
weeping at the foot." 
The West London Observer gave more 
detail of the memorial itself:
"The memorial is in white and blue 
marble, executed by Mr. George 
Scott and Mr. Leon Leyritz. There is a 
group of figures, Britannia standing 
at the side holding in her left hand 
the British Ensign, whist in her right 
hand she holds a laurel wreath over a 
recumbent British soldier wrapped in 
a Union Jack. At the feet of the soldier 
a weeping woman with bowed head 
kneels prostrate, with her left arm 
over the feet of the warrior. On the 
marble tablet are the names of the 
fallen, with the inscription at the base, 
'Their name liveth for evermore.'" 

The Times wrote:
"At the conclusion of the ceremony, 
upwards of a hundred beautiful 
wreaths were placed at the foot of the 
memorial."
Shockingly, I learn from the Imperial 
War Museum website that it was "lost 
when the store was redeveloped" 
which presumably means demolished 
by the developers who couldn't care 
less and didn't want the trouble of 
taking it down and preserving it 
when the old department store was 
remodelled in the mid-1980s. 
Another possibility is that someone 
involved in the building works pinched 
it and sold it as Leon Leyritz was an 
eminent sculptor and his works are 

worth a lot of money, but by far the 
most likely scenario is that it was 
smashed and sent to landfill along with 
all the rest of the rubble from the old 
Whiteleys, perhaps with an enterprising 
workman retrieving the bronze part to 
sell for scrap. 

The men’s names have been lost as 
well, because all that is recorded at 
the Imperial War Museum is the main 
inscription, which read:

"IN GLORIOUS MEMORY OF EIGHTY 
FIVE MEN WHO WENT OUT FROM THIS 
STORE AND FELL IN THE GREAT WAR"
There is a single photo in the Pall Mall 
Gazette but it is an extremely poor 
image and one can only imagine how 
splendid it must have been.

Readers may be surprised to learn 
that it is not illegal to destroy a war 
memorial; it has no special status just 
because it is a war memorial and it is 
only protected if it has been given listed 
status. Even six years ago, only 130 of 
the country’s 100,000 war memorials 
had listed status, but with the increasing 
interest in the run up to the centenary 
of the Armistice, thousands more were 
listed in order to save them – too late 
for the one at Whiteleys. 

Are there any SEBRA members who 
remember seeing the war memorial in 
situ before the old department store 
closed in the early 1980s.

Whiteleys was a hub of the community 
in 1923 and the unveiling ceremony 
was a very big event indeed. The 
descendants of the 85 fallen men would 
be furious if they knew their memorial’s 
sad fate.

Teresa Stokes
Orsett Terrace, W2

THE SAD FATE OF THE WHITELEYS WAR MEMORIAL

Passchendaele - The Third Battle of Ypres. At least 200,000 British lives were lost 
and it is possible that employees of Whiteleys were among them.

Whiteleys before its current 
transformation, once home to a 

memorial to employees who died 
during the First World War. 

The author - Elizabeth Lockhart-Mure.

The Mitre in Craven Terrace.
Home to the TLC.

A unique and sometimes poignant memoir of a feisty young woman  
who came from a background of adventurers and pioneers.

The WASBIES toiled in steaming heat, dust and monsoon mud. 
In mosquito-ridden jungles they worked tirelessly, offering everything 

 from tea and cake to razor blades and bootlaces, and when nothing else  
 was available, a smile and a kind word to raise the moral of those 

 battle-weary troops of the Burma campaign.

This is the story of one of those forgotten women of the Forgotten Army, 
with a foreword written by Dame Vera Lynn.

Copies of Frontline and Fortitude can be purchased direct from the author at  
www.frontlineandfortitude.com priced at £12.50 including packaging and delivery.  

All proceeds from the book will go to the Burma Star Association.  
(Registered Charity No. 1043040).
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The Royal Parks

Thanks to players of People’s 
Postcode Lottery, The Royal 
Parks charity has been awarded 
£725k to continue its Mission: 

Invertebrate project for a third year.  
Mission: Invertebrate works to 
conserve and enhance insects and other 
invertebrates across all eight parks and 
involves people of all ages in efforts to 
help them thrive.
Specialist studies have highlighted that 
the Royal Parks are home to important 
urban populations of invertebrates, 
from bees and dragonflies to spiders 
and beetles. These invertebrates play 
critical roles in the parks’ ecosystems 
as pollinators, recyclers and as food for 
birds and small mammals. 
Since Mission: Invertebrate’s launch in 
2017, invertebrate-boosting habitat 
works have been carried out in the parks, 
including introducing over an acre of 
wildflower meadow across The Regent’s 
and Richmond Parks, installing floating 
islands to provide refuge in St James’s 
Park and creating half an acre of new 
orchard at Richmond Park. Volunteers 
have also planted over 25,000 pollinator-
friendly plants in Hyde Park, with species 
carefully chosen to provide nectar and 
pollen throughout the year and include 
bluebell, cowslip, oxeye daisy, tufted 
vetch and great burnet.

For 2019, the project will focus on 
invertebrates associated with trees, 
with measures to protect the Royal 
Parks’ ancient and rare trees and the 
invertebrates living within them. 
 Dr Alice Laughton, Project Manager for 
Mission: Invertebrate said:
“Ultimately, we want to make sure the 
impact of Mission: Invertebrate is felt for 
years to come. That will be much more 
likely to happen if Londoners understand 
and support what we do, and we hope 
to involve thousands more children and 

adults in conservation activities over the 
coming year.’’
The project will create opportunities 
for children and adults to get involved 
in conservation activities across the 
parks, including citizen science research 
projects, outdoor classroom sessions and 
family roadshows. 
For information on Mission: Invertebrate, 
including details of volunteering 
opportunities, outdoor learning and free 
family activities, visit: www.royalparks.
org.uk/missioninvertebrate

In May 2018 The Royal Parks charity 
opened its £5m state-of-the-art 
nursery in the heart of Hyde Park. 
The nursery was purpose-built to 

supply the 450,000 bedding plants 
and shrubs needed for the world-class 
flower displays across the eight Royal 
Parks, including the floral displays in 
front of Buckingham Palace.
The building is the UK’s first major 
glasshouse to incorporate technology 
that allows the roof to open and close, 
much like the roof of Centre Court at 
Wimbledon. This enables the climate 
inside to be adapted according to the 
needs of the plants.

Nursery Manager, Mike Jones, described 
the first year as ‘a steep learning curve’, 
with growing methods being refined to 
adapt to the higher light levels and to 
the much better ventilation in the new 
glasshouse. Working practices have 
also changed to fit in with the improved 
layout, and all staff have had to be trained 
to use the glasshouses technology.
A major consideration when building 
the new nursery was to improve 
efficiency and make all processes as 
environmentally-friendly as possible. 
The previous nursery always re-used and 
recycled its pots and trays etc., but the 
advanced technology in the new nursery 

enables tighter control of water and 
fertiliser usage, along with reducing the 
fuel required for heating. 
For the coming season, the team will 
build on the experience of the first 
year and, by using the superior growing 
conditions to their full effect, shorten 
crop production times and increase 
overall quality, thereby reducing waste.  
The ability to grow all the Royal Parks 
plants on one site has also lowered the 
‘plant miles’ and the number of vehicle 
movements within the parks. This 
has reduced the parks’ overall carbon 
footprint and is a bonus for park visitors. 
For 2019, the team is especially looking 
forward to propagating some 8,000 
Pelargonium fragrans variegate, which 
will be used around the edge of the 
beds in front of Buckingham Palace. 
Mike explained that ‘’since before I 
joined the parks in 1992, Chlorophytum 
were always used around those beds, 
but in 2017/18 Senecio cineraria ‘silver 
dust’ was trialled. These did not perform 
as well as we had hoped, so St James’s 
Park has decided to try the Pelargonium 
fragrans variegate instead.  This variety 
is grown for the smell of its leaves 
and their white variegation, which will 
make an interesting contrast to the Red 
Pelargoniums that make up the bulk of 
the beds.’’ 
The team looks forward to unveiling all 
the new season’s displays in the spring.

MISSION: INVERTEBRATE PROJECT  
AWARDED FUNDING FOR THIRD YEAR

Volunteers from VISA helped to plant a variety 
of nectar and pollen-rich species.

HYDE PARK NURSERY
Stunning flower beds in front of Buckingham Palace.

Wallflowers being grown in Hyde Park nursery.
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Sue Price
Chairman, Friends of Hyde Park & Kensington Gardens Photography by Paul Shelley

Spring has sprung…..
…..the grass has riz (and we’ll get to 
the birdies in a minute).
Writing in late February is a pleasure, 
we’ve survived the winter, the days are 
noticeably brighter and longer and there 
are treats to admire all over the Parks.
Clumps of snowdrops started to appear 
in January in lovely natural settings.  In 
some areas they are mixed with drifts of 
crocus and are all clearly spreading.  Such 
artless displays are only the result of very 
careful planning and planting.  Think of 
the hours of effort which go into those 
“wild” gold medal-winning gardens at 
Chelsea.  Daffodil and narcissus spears 
are appearing in their thousands.  
Cyclamen hederifolium spread out 
beneath trees and in Kensington Gardens 
amongst brilliant coloured cornus.
Last Autumn, following a donation from 
the Friends, more of these little beauties 
were planted in the fenced areas around 
the trees at Speakers Corner. They 
are looking wonderful but still rather 
separate from each other. Give them a 
year or two and we hope this area might 
be worthy of some flower photography 
in this magazine.

The birdies iz…..
…..in a rather unexpected place.
Following Mastaba (the Christo sculpture 
which was installed on the Serpentine 
last summer) your readers will remember 
that the Friends campaigned for an 
adequate compensation package to 
make up for the extra wear and tear 
“hammering“ which Hyde Park received 
as a result.
In the autumn the compensation funded 
a sweep of the Serpentine in the area 
around where Mastaba had been 
tethered and, amongst a lot of the usual 
rubbish, a “huge / massive unexploded 
bomb from WWII” was dragged up.  This 
press description was rather over-egging 
the situation as it turned out that the 
item was a small dummy mortar possibly 
used for training purposes only.
I haven’t forgotten about the birds 
though….
Another sum of money was put aside for 
the refurbishment of the Island on the 
Serpentine. It had become overwhelmed 
by geese and all that they produce, not a 
pretty sight or smell.
Work to be done by the Royal Parks 
own contractors was planned, agreed 

and about to start. Clever arrangements 
were going to be installed which would 
encourage the smaller water fowl whilst 
slightly cramping the style of the larger 
birds.
Work was due to start a couple of weeks 
ago when four herons chose to make 
the trees on the Island their new home 
and they have built their nests. So the 
plans are on hold and will restart in the 
Autumn.

And that refurbishment 
leads us on to 
reinstatement…..
…..and Talbot Farms are back on site at the 
Parade Ground.  
Winter Wonderland had a successful 
season. The funding raised from this 
event on its own is a major contributor 
to the Royal Parks. Without this 
and income from all the events, as 
government funding is reduced year on 
year, we would quickly notice a decline 
in the overall standards of our two Parks.
The Friends have been concerned about 
regular upkeep of Hyde Park in particular 
as it came under increasing pressure 
particularly last summer. 
We are very encouraged to see all sorts 
of horticultural and other improvements 
taking place following meetings between 
trustees and members of Royal Parks 
staff.
Talbot Farms will, by Easter, have the 
Parade Ground restored to thick and 
pristine turf. This is paid for by the 
Winter Wonderland organisation.   
Members are being given an inside, 
on-site tour by the managing director 
after which we all hope to be grass 
experts. 

For readers who regularly use the 
paths across this area there is a map of 
closures during the reinstatement on 
our website. There are plenty of paths 
still open going in all directions of the 
compass.
This year a further complication has been 
the necessary gas pipe replacement work 
done by another organisation, but it’s 
probably as good a time as any for this to 
take place.

About licenses.....
.....and the Major Events strategy.
The strategy was agreed, following 
extensive consultation, in 2014.
The Friends supported the Royal Parks 
application at the end of 2018 to 
Westminster City Council licensing panel 
for a change in the licence.
The trustees were able to discuss this 
fully during the Summer and Autumn, 
and many local groups, including SEBRA, 
were also consulted.
There will be no increase in the number 
of major events which were agreed in 
2014. The application was to increase 
the number of tickets sold to three of the 
British Summer Time (BST) Concerts to 
match the number at the four concerts 
which are currently at a capacity of 
65,000. Therefore all the BST concerts 
will be licensed for a potential audience 
of 65,000.  The BBC concerts will stay 
the same.
The proposal does not seek to extend 
the number of major events, or smaller 
events nor the size of the sites on which 
they take place.
The existing arrangements for crowd 
management, waste disposal, noise 
control and stewarding is always at a 
level to cope with the existing larger 
number and this will continue for all the 
concerts.
In addition permission for a further six 
non-ticketed events for up to 20,000 
was granted.  These cover the free mid-
week BST events which are increasingly 
popular.  It will help at other events such 
as the Half Marathon for organisers to 
make proper arrangements for the large 
supporting crowds.
The Parks emphasise that these 
permissions are not for stand-alone 
events nor will require a ticket.
We are confident that the concerts 
are well run with cleansing, crowd 
management, sound and increasingly 
environmental and sustainable issues 
fully addressed and consulted on.

We are always aware too that the 
concerts bring in valuable income.
We have been reassured that there are 
no plans to increase the number or size 
of events in Hyde Park and the Friends 
of HP&KG consider that these are now 
at the limit.

Eating, drinking, chewing, 
sipping, tasting, grazing…..
…..in both Parks.

How many ways are you tempted when 
you visit Hyde Park and Kensington 
Gardens?  The writer has to admit, when 
walking across Hyde Park returning 
from the dentist, to turning left through 
Winter Wonderland and buying a whole 
cone of churros for chomping on while 
continuing the journey. Indigestion was 
the inevitable punishment. More sensible 
and still delicious food is available at the 
cafés and kiosks and you will soon notice 
many changes.
The “Witches Hat” kiosk at Speakers 
Corner is having a new roof and a 
refurbishment, and the Grade ll * 
Serpentine Bar and Kitchen is closed for 
a major refit and very necessary overhaul.  
The metal supports were corroding, the 
decks collapsing, the storage facilities 
very inadequate and the air circulation 
pitiful.  It will re-open in the Spring.
And the exciting new kiosks for Hyde 
Park (and St James’s and Green Parks) 

are beginning to arrive.  The structures 
are clad in steam-bent English Oak and 
designed by Tom Raffield.  Our first one  
has arrived at Hyde Park Corner, more 
will follow at the Triangle Car Park, the 
Knightsbridge Barracks playground, and 
lastly at the Serpentine Bridge.
The new kiosks will offer some shelter 
and we are promised that the caterers 
will be able to boil a kettle and toast 
a panini at the same time.  When the 
most complicated one at the Serpentine 
Bridge finally arrives you will be able to 
sit at a table and enjoy glimpses of water 
through the trees which have recently 
been thinned out.  This area was, in my 
view, one of the most depressing places 
to sit and eat so an improvement to 
this location where one was routinely 
overcome by exhaust fumes and looking 
at a traffic jam is to be welcomed.
Special thanks go to the lovely quiet 
cafe at the Will to Win Tennis Centre 
for their long suffering patience as the 
trustees and I have used it all winter 
for meetings, sometimes back to back, 
with laptops and notes spread all over 
the place. Admittedly we ate and drank 
as we talked. The menu is very much 
improved with an excellent and wide 
choice of healthy and delicious hot food 
and home-made soups at lunchtime.
Look outside the Will to Win café and you 
will see a cycle repair station thoughtfully 
provided by TfL.  Did you know that it was 
there?  If you need a blast of air in your 
tyres or more complicated tools, they are 
all there and ready to use.

While you are there…..
…..visit some flowers.
The bee bed on West Carriage Drive 
close to Will to Win had looked very 
sad and sorry for itself and certainly not 
attractive to bees. All the flower beds in 
that area have been cleared, some already 
replanted and others ready to be. 

Snowdrops started to appear in January. 
A sure sign that Spring is on the way.

The first of our new kiosks has just 
opened at Hyde Park Corner.

The bee bed on West Carriage Drive.

Continues overleaf...
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Policing, it seems, is hardly 
ever out of the headlines, and 
always for the wrong reasons. 
The news, in the main, is 

linked to police cuts. Cuts that have 
now gone past any fat, through the 
muscle and are drilling deep into the 
police force’s marrowbone.
And when it’s not cuts to the service 
it’s about rising crime rates: and, of 
course, the link made between the two.
What is inescapable is that British 
policing, once the envy of the world, is 
creaking under the strain and weighed 
down under the intense pressure.
A recent parliamentary report 
illustrates the point when it warns that 
as the number of officers on the beat 
is slashed, and vast numbers of crimes 
go unsolved, policing, itself, faces the 
existential risk of becoming ghost like. 

The Home Affairs Committee found 
that neighbourhood policing in England 
and Wales has been cut by more than 
a third since 2010, with some forces 

having lost more than two-thirds of its 
neighbourhood officers.
Looking at the future of policing the 
report warned that there would be 
dire consequences for public safety if 
police funding was not prioritised in 
the forthcoming budget.
After removing three forces that 
were unable to provide like-for-like 
figures, the committee found that, of 
the remaining 33 forces, all but one 
reported a decline in neighbourhood 
officers, with falls averaging 35%. 
If the three removed forces were 
included, the reductions were still an 
alarming 21%.
The wide-ranging report had other 
uncomfortable, and even unsettling 
findings, on offer:
• While recorded crime has risen by 
nearly a third (32%) in three years, 

charges or summonses have 
fallen by 26% and the number 
of arrests is also down.
• The proportion of fraud 
cases investigated is 
“shockingly low” in the 
context of 1.7m offences 
a year: “It appears highly 
unlikely that more than one 
in 200 victims ever sees their 
perpetrator convicted.”
• Internet child sexual abuse 
is reaching “epidemic” levels, 

with law enforcement estimates 
suggesting that 80,000 people may 
present some form of sexual threat to 
children online, the committee found. 

More important, and especially 
worrying, the parliamentary report 
said that police forces were struggling 
to cope in the face of changing and 
rising crimes as a result of falling staff 
numbers. 
Despite political protestations, 
obfuscations, or number juggling, 
what is true is that there are fewer 
police. Add to that the current use 
of outdated technology on top of  a 
“complete failure of leadership” from 
the Home Office, and you end up with 
quite a lethal cocktail.
And, further on the subject of 
technology, I know from discussions 
with local police officers, that there 
is a slowness or, perhaps, even a 
reluctance to embrace social media, 
even in this digital age, that stunts the 
ability of the police to communicate 
more widely and more effectively. 
When the public complains about 
the lack of police visibility efficient 
communications takes on an even 
more critical role in the relationship 
between the police and the local 
community.
Where the report is particularly 
revealing is in the flagging up of the 
role played by neighbourhood teams 
in tackling terrorism and gang crime, 
both of which are amongst the most 
worrying and the most violent. 
We watch helpless at the rising 
epidemic of knife crime, that 
disproportionately affects children, 
and live our lives under the ever-

Social Affairs
Jack Gordon
Jack is Chair of the Westbourne Neighbourhood Forum, Chair of 
the Westbourne Ward Safer Neighbourhood Police Panel and a 
SEBRA committee member.

POLICE HIT HARD WITH 
DOUBLE WHAMMY; 
CRIME UP, ARRESTS DOWN.

present threat of terrorism that holds 
the potential for such chilling and 
devastating consequences.
The report strikes at the heart of the 
problem that confronts us when it 
refers to neighbourhood policing in 
this way:
“It is absolutely vital that this 
cornerstone of British policing is 
reaffirmed throughout the country, 
to ensure that trust and legitimacy is 
sustained.”
Part of the report continues:
“This is particularly important in 
communities in which distrust of the 
police – and in public authorities more 
widely – is rife, and in which those 
local links are all the more important. 
Nevertheless, in all neighbourhoods, 
without local engagement, policing is 
at risk of becoming irrelevant to most 
people, particularly in the context of 
low rates of investigation for many 
crimes.”
The report doesn’t tell us anything we 
didn’t already suspect, or fear, but its 
almost Cassandra-style warning can be 
chilling.

The brutal facts are that 
crime is up; arrests and 
charges are down; police 
numbers have been 
chopped; and the force is 
struggling to cope with rising 
challenges whilst, at the 
same time, suffering with 
low morale. 
And this, paradoxically, is 
at a time when charges and 
summons have dropped.
Policing, particularly 
neighbourhood policing, 
which in many ways is the 
anchor of our communities, 
needs proper funding and the calls for 
cash has risen to a clamour.
It is vital that this unsustainable set 
of circumstances will be dealt with as 
a priority in the budget or spending 
review: because our police force, 
which is the community’s shield, is not 
funded adequately, and offered the 

resources they need to combat crime, 
the outcome will be that public safety 

will suffer, trust will be broken, 
and our local communities will 
suffer the consequences.
We now live at a time when 
council funding is being stripped 
bare, and few alternatives can 
be found, apart from increasing 
council tax and dipping into 
reserves, to maintain even 
reduced spending levels on key 
services such as leisure, libraries, 
parks and more crucially social 
care and children’s services.

But, these are also the times when our 
community critically, needs an even 
greater sense of protection from the 
police.
As I have said many times before, 
neighbourhood policing stands as the 
cornerstone of this country’s policing 
model and the sheet anchor of our 
community. 

And yet, neighbourhood policing is, 
too, at the cross roads. If our police 
service is rationed, because of a lack 
of resources, our safety will suffer.
The spectre of further cuts threaten 
the integrity of policing, and can only 
result in a poorer service to the public.
We need a settlement which will 
reinvigorate local policing, raise moral 
within the force, and provide the 
armoury to battle rising crime on our 
streets.

...We watch helpless 
at the rising epidemic 
of knife crime, that 
disproportionately 
affects children...

...There would be dire 
consequences for public 
safety if police funding 
was not prioritised...

...Crime is up; arrests 
and charges are down; 
police numbers have been 
chopped; and the force is 
struggling to cope...

Metropolitan police numbers will fall 
dramatically without new funds.

Neighbourhood policing is at risk  
of becoming "irrelevant".
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Your Letters
We welcome your letters on any subject that you feel might be of interest to the readers of  
SEBRA NEWS W2. 
Send your contributions to: editor@sebra.org.uk or by post to John Zamit, Chairman (address on 
page 2). Please note that contributions may be subject to minor editorial changes. Please include 
your full contact details.
The writer of the "Star Letter" in each edition will be presented with six bottles of wine.

For several years our area 
around Craven Hill has 
benefited from the services 
of an excellent street cleaner 

called Garfield Dacres. 
Not only is he very good at his job: he 
is also helpful, personable, engaged 
and trustworthy. He became a valued 
friend of the community.
Last summer he disappeared, and 
we learnt he had been transferred to 
the Connaught Square area. This, we 
gathered, followed some bizarre and 
far-fetched complaint, itself perhaps 
the consequence of Garfield being 
such a positive and friendly presence 
in our neighbourhood. His transfer 
was unfair on him as well as us, so a 
group of us wrote to the council asking 
for his return. We waited for a reply, 
and two months went by as our letter 
journeyed between the council’s Street 
Management Centre and its Street 
Cleaning Team.
In November, a small miracle. We 
received a reply saying that there had 
indeed been a complaint and ‘whilst 
there was little or no foundation in the 

allegation, the local depot manager 
had thought it best to move Garfield to 
another area.’  This was ‘no reflection 
on his character or abilities, and was 
seen as only a precautionary measure. 

‘However, upon receipt of your letter,’ 
the council’s cleansing contract 
officer went on, ‘I had asked the area 

manager to look at reinstating him in 
this area, and I can confirm this has 
now been agreed.’  We were thanked 
for ‘acknowledging the good work our 
sweepers do, and the value they bring 
to the local community.’ 

The happy result of all this is that 
Garfield came back to his Craven Hill 
beat before Christmas. His return was 
greatly welcomed and the streets are 
looking particularly tidy.

Peter Gill
Craven Hill, W2 

A SWEET STORY OF STREET SWEEPING

SEBRA welcomes new members, 
whether local residents, those 
working in the area, businesses 
or other organisations with a 

connection to Bayswater.

We're continuously working towards the  
improvement of life in our unique part 
of London and we enjoy considerable 
influence with Westminster City Council, 
Transport for London (TfL) and Crossrail. 

For more than 45 years we’ve helped 
to preserve the essence of Bayswater, 

making our voices heard when planning 
applications have flown in the face of 
common sense, but equally we’ve strongly 
supported developments that benefit the 
area and improve the public realm.

If you’d like to be involved with 
SEBRA please take out a membership. 
Subscriptions rates are very low and you’ll 
be helping us continue a job that we 
genuinely feel has brought great benefits 
to those who live in, work in, or visit 
Bayswater. 

A membership application form can 
be found overleaf and once completed 
please send it to SEBRA Chairman John 
Zamit.

Members will receive our magazine 
SEBRA NEWS W2 three times each year. 
We also host a very popular summer 
garden party and an AGM each autumn.

If our readers have any questions about 
membership or any other aspects of the 
work that SEBRA undertakes then please 
email us: membership@sebra.org.uk

Join SEBRA
Garfield Dacres -  

Back on duty in Bayswater.

SCAFFOLDING ALARMS 

There have been a number of 
domestic burglaries recently 
in Hereford Road, with thieves 
gaining access to flats by 

climbing up scaffolding put up by 
owners of the buildings without notice.
In the weeks before Christmas, Notting 
Hill Genesis installed scaffolding at 
the front and rear of several houses in 
Hereford Road without notice.
It was only after vigorous complaints 
by the Hereford Road Association, 
with welcome support from our three 
Bayswater councillors, that alarms were 
fixed to the scaffolding, along with 
warning billboards.  
Given the increase of opportunistic 
burglaries in our area, should it not 
be mandatory for the owners to fix 
alarms on all scaffolding, after alerting 
neighbours that scaffolding will be 
going up?

Sally Sampson
Co-chair, Hereford Road Association
P.S. Thank you, SEBRA, for our smart 
new paving slabs on the walkway. If only 
dog owners who leave their poobags 
on the pavement would show more 
respect...

DREAM DO COME TRUE

Remember John Zamit’s Dreams? 
How one day various unlikely, 
but long promised, things would 
come to pass?

Well a few weeks ago with loud drilling 
and cutting noises workmen started 
ripping up the pavement on Queensway! 
They are widening it and replacing the 
old tarmac with a nice York stone paving. 
At least it will give all the organised 
beggars somewhere comfortable to sit.
One down, several dreams to go….

Simon Whittle
Queesway, W2

PLASTICS IN THE PARKS

During another entertaining 
and informative SEBRA 
AGM the CEO of The Royal 
Parks declared an admirable 

intention to get all events organisers to 
go easy on the plastic they throw away.
He’s got a long way to go. The day after 
the AGM I saw a film being shot in Hyde 
Park and scores of bottles of water were 
being liberally handed out to the crew 
from a pergola on Serpentine Road and 
then discarded. 
The irony was that the pergola had been 
set up next to a drinking fountain. The 
second irony is that the limitless supply 
from the drinking fountain probably 
tastes much better as well.

Joe Ogden
Moscow Road, W2

DANCING KING?

Congratulations are due on 
yet another fabulous SEBRA 
AGM. Our Chairman John 
Zamit literally "danced circles 

around" Nickie Aiken. It was truly a sight 
to behold.

Simon Mumford
Queensway, W2

Alarmed scaffolding on Hereford Road. 
Should these alarms be compulsory?
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APPLICATION TO JOIN SEBRA - SOUTH EAST BAYSWATER RESIDENTS’ ASSOCIATION
Membership is open to individuals, households and organisations, residents' associations and businesses. 

Please complete in BLOCK CAPITALS. Please delete as applicable.
I / We / My organisation would like to apply for Standard / Concession / Residents' Association / Business

Your name: Mr / Mrs / Miss / Ms / Other   ________________________________________________________

Spouse/Partner: Mr / Mrs / Miss / Ms / Other   ________________________________________________________

Or name of organisation / business:  ________________________________________________________

Address:  ________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Post Code: ______________Telephone: ___________________________ Mobile: ____________________________

E-mail:  _____________________________________________________
(From time to time SEBRA sends information to members by e-mail).

Data protection: Please tick here [  ] if you AGREE to SEBRA recording your details electronically.
(No information you give us will be shared with any other organisation).

Signature ________________________________________ Date ______/_____/______

Annual Subscription. Please tick: Standard £10 [  ] Concession £5 [  ] Residents’ Association or Business £25 [  ]

Additional Donation £ ________  (Donations are gratefully received).

I /We enclose a cheque/cash for £ ________ Please make cheques payable to ‘SEBRA’ and return this form to:

John Zamit, Chairman, SEBRA, 2 Claremont Court, Queensway, London W2 5HX
Telephone: 020 7727 6104 Mobile: 074 3825 8201 E-mail: chairman@sebra.org.uk

Payment can also be made by Bank Transfer or PayPal. Please email chairman@sebra.org.uk for details.  
Further information can be found at: www.sebra.org.uk/join-sebra

South East Bayswater Residents’ Association (SEBRA) 
is recognised by Westminster City Council as an official 
amenities association and enjoys great influence in the 
borough of Westminster.

SEBRA is consulted by WCC on local planning applications as 
well as traffic and licensing. Our fields of interest encompass: 
Protecting the environment, traffic and transport, cycling, refuse 
and recycling, planning and licensing, crime prevention and 
community affairs.
We host a large garden party every summer which provides a 
wonderful opportunity for us to engage with our members. 
It’s also a great way for members to  meet each other and to 
interact with our MPs, Westminster City Councillors and officers.
SEBRA holds a well-attended AGM every Autumn, which as well 
as dealing with official business, is a very sociable occasion.

We are a founding member of PRACT (Paddington Residents’ 
Active Concern on Transport), which is comprised of: 
SEBRA, Bayswater Residents’ Association, Hyde Park Estate 
Association and the Paddington Waterways and Maida Vale 
Society.

SEBRA NEWS W2 is the official magazine of the South East 
Bayswater Residents’ Association and is published three times 
per annum: Spring, Summer and Autumn.

The magazine represents a compilation of opinions from across 
the local community and is published and distributed to all its 
members, across Westminster City Council and further afield.

We continue to invite local residents, businesses, and 
the broader community to become SEBRA members and 
contribute to SEBRA NEWS W2.

ANNUAL MEMBERSHIP:
Concessions:   £5.00 
Standard:  £10.00
Business: £25.00
Residents' Associations: £25.00 
Email:  membership@sebra.org.uk

DONATIONS ALWAYS WELCOME
An application form to join SEBRA 
can be found on the opposite page.

GENERAL INFORMATION:
Contact: John Zamit, Chairman
Phone: 020 7727 6104
Mobile: 074 3825 8201 
Email: chairman@sebra.org.uk
Address: 2 Claremont Court,
 Queensway, London
 W2 5HX

NEXT EDITION: The Summer 2019 edition of SEBRA NEWS W2 is due to be published on Friday 7 June 2019. 
 The LAST date for contributions is Friday 3 May 2019.

DISCLAIMER:  The views expressed in this publication are those of the writer and are not necessarily those of SEBRA, its   
 Officers, its Committee Members. (Editorial control is the responsibility of SEBRA Chairman John Zamit).

COPYRIGHT: All content Copyright © 2019 - The South East Bayswater Residents’ Association.

About SEBRA

IF YOU WANT IT DONE, 
MENTION THE "Z" WORD

Having lived in the low rise 
Oldbury House on Warwick 
Estate for over 20 years, 
we have encountered 

many and varying antisocial and 
residential problems from Harrow 
Road pedestrians, Westminster 
Academy students, and in particular 
the temporary tenants placed in our 
block in ex Right to Buy properties, by 
uncaring, irresponsible and reckless 
Housing Associations.

Out of 30 three and four bedroom 
maisonettes over two floors, around 
70% are presently privately owned and 
rented out by 'Buy to Let' landlords! 

Lately, our lavish but desperate Council 
has been paying out up to £500 per 
week in Housing Benefit Claims, to 
accommodate one person to families or 
single parents with 1 to 3 children. 

While Council Tenants have to pay 
Under Occupancy Charges if there

are fewer than 4 or 5 occupants, the 
Housing Association Tenants are living 
the Life of Riley, in their fully furnished 
properties and not subject to any such 
surcharges!

From leaving front communal door 
open regularly, and thereby jeopardising 
our safety and security, to leaving 
rubbish bags anywhere and everywhere 
at all times rather than in the chute 
including wilfully broken furniture, and 
wanton vandalism within the small 
building, these temporary tenants are 
sheer menace. How can one 'Love thy 
neighbour behaving badly!'

Those of us who have suffered for 
far too long, are looking forward to 
when CityWest Homes - the Council's 
mismanaging ALMO is wound up, 
and the overall maintenance and 
management is taken over by relevant 
Council's Department.

Over the years, we have also had 
to put up with illegal subletting by 
opportunist secured tenants and 
unlicensed HMO -  (Houses with 

Multiple Occupants) being used as 
'airbnbs!'

Complaining about them to our local 
Labour Councillors and local MP Karen 
Buck has not produced satisfactory  
responses every time. 

Recently, I decided to copy the original 
social media messages to "Jay Zee" 
aka SEBRA Chairman John Zamit 
and suddenly things have improved 
considerably.

The mere mention of Mr Zamit and 
SEBRA in emails, seems to have 
allegedly sent shivers down the spines 
of the Council Leader and her Cabinet 
Members!

After a personal invitation to become a 
Member of SEBRA from the Chairman, 
I am indebted to him for his indirect 
assistance.

Abby Jan Dharamsey
Executive Member: Westbourne  
Neighbourhood Forum
Hon Chair: Westminster Council 
Estates' Residents (WCER) Group




